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During the process of  reading, the reader enters a fictional world that is 
constructed out of  the text. Jasper Fforde dramatises this process in the 
Thursday Next novels as a sequence of  suspensions and re-immersions. He 
suspends the reader from his fictional world by presenting ruptures in the text 
which expose the constructedness of  the fictional world, but subsequently re-
immerses the reader through the repairs of  these ruptures, reconstituting the 
fictional world’s illusion of  unity. Fforde suggests that the illusion of  a whole 
fictional world is necessary for readerly immersion, and posits that the reader 
desires this illusion of  unity in spite of  the fragmented experiences that may 
constitute the fictional world. He does this by aiding the reader’s attempt to 
synthesise these disjointed fragments into a cohesive whole. The experience of  
a fictional world as mediated through an experience of  space, and I examine 
in this thesis how Fforde enacts the sequence of  suspension and re-immersion 
upon three spaces: the textual space, the generic space, and the virtual space. I 
will begin with an examination of  the textual space, looking at Fforde’s 
linguistic games that make the reader aware of  the page instead of  the 
fictional world it is supposed to provide a window into. Fforde causes the page-
as-window to flicker between transparency and opaqueness, suspending and 
re-immersing the reader along the boundaries of  the fictional world, which lie 
on the surface of  the page. Following this, I look at Fforde’s machinations upon 
the generic space of  his fictional world: the reader’s suspension from the 
fictional world is brought about by a sense of  dislocation and disorientation. 
Fforde creates generic expectations with the use of  tropes from specific genres 
v
and subverts such expectations; the reader is left unable to identify the genre 
the text is occupying. However, Fforde provides the map for the reader to 
reorient herself  within his fictional world when he reveals that each genre is a 
separate and distinct domain in the organisation of  his fictional world. Finally, 
I turn to the virtual space, in which I examine how Fforde performs the 
reader’s desire for unity through the construction of  the RealWorld. The 
RealWorld is a clearly fictional world built up through comparisons with the 
actual world, and Fforde deliberately creates an anticipation of  convergence 
between the two worlds. He posits the RealWorld as a mirror for the actual 
world, and the mirror’s reflection creates a series of  contradictions between 
both worlds. When Fforde suggests a merging of  the two worlds, these 
contradictions emerge as ruptures in the surface of  the fictional world. I 
suggest that the repetition of  this sequence of  suspension and re-immersion in 
these varied spaces not only confirms but also intensifies the reader’s desire for 
a unified fictional world.  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IMMERSION AS UNITY 
!
	 Marco Caracciolo suggests that the experience of  a fictional world is 
not merely a metaphorical one, as many critics seem to take it. He states that 
we need to think of  phrases such as “being transported” (Richard J. Gerrig), 
“fictional recentering” (Marie-Laure Ryan), and “deictic shift” (David 
Herman) as more than simply metaphors for the reader’s experience of  a text: 
since experience is always embodied—our bodily presence in 
fictional worlds could answer for the increased sense of  
experientiality some texts give us [. . .]. I believe that [the] full 
cognitive potential [of  these phrases] is unleashed only when 
we regard them as describing something that virtually happens 
to our bodies. (118) 
In The Eyre Affair, Jasper Fforde introduces heroine Thursday Next, who gains 
the ability to enter the worlds of  literary classics, and uses this ability over the 
Thursday Next series to maintain the continuity of  narrative in a policing agency 
known as Jurisfiction. Through the series, Fforde dramatises and narrativises 
the primarily mental process of  readerly immersion within the fictional world, 
highlighting that immersion is grounded upon the illusion of  unity in the 
fictional world. Fforde presents ruptures in the surface of  the fictional world, 
which serves to suspend the reader from her engagement with the fictional 
world; subsequently, he re-immerses the reader by repairing these ruptures, 
restoring the illusion of  unity in the fictional world. The suspensions and re-
immersions of  the reader form a sequence throughout the series, and I suggest 
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that this wavering between the two states of  suspension and immersion serves 
to demonstrate and also intensify the reader’s desire for immersion. The reader 
ultimately discovers that it is her desire for immersion that strengthens the 
illusion of  unity within the fictional world. 
	 Unity, for the purposes of  this study, may be taken to be the ontological 
stability of  the fictional world and the characters and objects within it. 
However, it should be noted that if  the reader ever perceives the unity of  a 
fictional world, it is only an illusion of  unity that she experiences; this unity 
does not truly exist. This is because the act of  reading fiction requires an act of  
make-believe; the reader has to pretend that the fictional world constructed out 
of  the text exists independent of  the text: 
Contemplated from without, the textual universe is populated 
by characters whose properties are those and only those 
specified by the text; contemplated from within, it is populated 
by ontologically complete human beings who would have 
existed and experienced certain events even if  nobody had 
undertaken the task of  telling their story. (Possible Worlds 23) 
Under the illusion of  unity, the fictional world’s ontological boundaries appear 
fixed and impenetrable, creating the impression that the fictional world exists 
independent of  the actual world. The fictional world even appears to exist 
independent of  the text, which merely seems to describe the world it actually 
works to construct. Fictional worlds which create such a strong illusion of  unity 
appear vivid and captivating, allowing the reader to become immersed within 
them. 
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	 However, Jan Alber states that “[m]any narratives confront us with 
bizarre storyworlds which are governed by principles that have very little to do 
with the real world around us,” and uses the term “unnatural” to describe the 
experience of  such fictional worlds (79). He defines “unnatural” as “denot[ing] 
physically impossible scenarios and events, [. . .] as well as logically impossible 
ones,” and claims that “[a]ll instances of  the unnatural have an estranging 
effect” (80). This estranging effect that Alber speaks of  is that which creates the 
ruptures in the experience of  the fictional world: unnatural elements 
“deliberately imped[e] the constitution of  storyworlds” (80). 
	 Nevertheless, Alber’s article also details the ways in which the reader 
attempts to naturalise such unnatural elements, and this attempt is suggestive 
of  the way in which the reader seeks unity in the fictional world in spite of  the 
constant ruptures that arise. This is done through the constant revision of  the 
rules that make up Fforde’s fictional world. Throughout the novels, Fforde 
invokes the standard rules of  fiction, which the reader recognises. The reader 
comes to expect that the fictional world is governed by these rules, immersing 
herself  within the world accordingly. Fforde subsequently subverts these rules, 
and the reader is suspended from the fictional world as a result of  having her 
expectations shattered in Fforde’s dramatic manner. However, Fforde appears 
to recognise that the reader’s impulse when encountering the unnatural 
elements of  his fictional world is to naturalise them, because after he 
introduces these unnatural elements, he reveals that they are logical according 
to the rules of  his fictional world. The reader realises that in effect, Fforde is 
replacing one set of  rules with another. Once the reader recognises that these 
phenomena are not rule-breaking but actually conforming to a set of  rules that 
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belong to Fforde’s fictional world, she is once again able to immerse herself  
into the fictional world. The way in which Fforde replaces the rules governing 
the fictional world highlights the arbitrariness of  such rules, even the rules 
which have become the norm. 
	 Perhaps it is necessary to clarify what I mean by suspension: by this I 
do not mean that the reader is necessarily shocked or upset by Fforde’s 
subversions, merely that she finds herself  ejected from the fictional world due 
to her awareness of  its construction. The illusion of  the fictional world as an 
autonomous, unified world is broken in these moments, and the reader cannot 
partake of  this illusion. In the case of  Fforde’s Thursday Next series, the reader’s 
reaction to this rupture is often laughter, as the incongruent situations arising 
from his subversions of  the fictional world frequently produce humorous 
effects. I will not be dealing with the accomplishment of  these humorous 
effects, however, but will focus on the rupture of  the fictional world which 
appears to be Fforde’s means of  achieving his comedy in the series. 
	 Here it may be useful, and perhaps fitting, to remember that the reader 
described in this thesis is not an actual reader but a hypothetical, fictional 
reader. Wolfgang Iser comments on the use of  the ideal reader in literary 
analysis: 
The ideal reader, unlike the contemporary reader, is a purely 
fictional being; he has no basis in reality, and it is this very fact 
that makes him so useful: as a fictional being, he can close the 
gaps that constantly appear in any analysis of  literary effects 
and responses. He can be endowed with a variety of  qualities in 
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accordance with whatever problems he is called upon to help 
solve. (The Act of  Reading 29) 
To help solve the problems raised in this thesis, the reader can be defined as 
one whose desire for immersion is paramount, in spite of  and perhaps even 
because of  Fforde’s repeated ruptures of  the fictional world. This is parallelled 
by Thursday’s own attempts at bookjumping throughout the series: like the 
reader, Thursday is repeatedly forced out of  fictional worlds, and has to seek 
out new methods of  re-entering these fictional worlds. In this thesis, the 
“purely fictional being” known as the reader represents perhaps a readerly 
impulse for story, an impulse that exists in varying degrees in actual readers. 
This impulse leads the reader to seek the illusion of  unity despite the 
awareness and constant reminders of  the constructedness of  fictional worlds. 
	 In fact, Iser suggests that it is the reader’s desire for unity in the 
fictional world that sustains the illusion of  this unity, especially in moments 
where the text presents ruptures that threaten to break this illusion. In The 
Implied Reader, he explains that in the process of  reading, the literary work 
arises from the interaction between text and reader; it “is not to be identified 
either with the reality of  the text or with the individual disposition of  the 
reader” (275), but instead “lie[s] halfway between the two” (274). Like the 
literary work, the fictional world also arises as a result of  the interaction 
between text and reader. Crucially, Iser argues that it is the reader’s desire to 
organise the elements of  the text into a unified whole that gives rise to the 
fictional world’s illusion of  unity: “By grouping together the written parts of  
the text, we enable them to interact, we observe the direction in which they are 
leading us, and we project onto them the consistency which we, as readers, 
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require” (284). Fforde’s novels thus play on this readerly need for 
“consistency,” or unity: they constantly alternate between facilitating and 
frustrating the reader’s attempts to unify his fictional world, causing the illusion 
of  unity to flicker in and out of  view. This flicker creates the effect of  
suspending and re-immersing the reader within Fforde’s fictional world, and I 
aim to show that it is this flicker that ironically increases the reader’s desire for 
unity in the fictional world. 
	 The suspension of  the reader from the fictional world is opposite to 
another kind of  suspension in the act of  reading: the suspension of  disbelief, 
which Italo Calvino states “is the condition on which the success of  every 
literary invention depends, even if  it is admittedly within the realm of  the 
fabulous and incredible” (105). Werner Wolf  argues that submitting to the 
aesthetic illusion requires the willing suspension of  disbelief, and that it 
simultaneously operates within two dimensions: (a) in the 
background as a latent, rational awareness “from without,” 
namely that the illusion-inducing artifact is a mere 
representation; and (b) in the foreground as a mainly intuitive 
mental simulation where this awareness is bracketed out in 
favor of  an imaginary experience of  represented worlds “from 
within.” (“Illusion [Aesthetic]”) 
The two dimensions that Wolf  describes here also occupy an “in/out” 
relationship with the aesthetic illusion. Interpreting this through the frame of  
fictional worlds, we see that while the reader is aware “from without” that the 
fictional world is “a mere representation,” she “bracket[s] out” this awareness 
in order to experience the fictional world. The reader’s desire for immersion 
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within the fictional world decrees that she partake in the willing suspension of  
disbelief, to accept unlikely events as actual within the fictional world. In the 
event that she is unable to suspend her disbelief  because the narrative provides 
highly incongruous fictional objects or events, the reader herself  is suspended 
from the fictional world. In reading, the reader must either suspend her 
disbelief  to be immersed in the fictional world, or risk being suspended herself  
from the fictional world. 
	 Linda Hutcheon discusses the dual pull that metafictions exert on the 
reader, stating that she “is both drawn intramurally and pulled 
extramurally” (144), and these movements can be correlated to the movements 
of  immersion and suspension as well. The intramural pull is the pull that the 
narrative exerts on the reader, immersing her within the fictional world, while 
the extramural force is created when the text reveals its constructedness, 
suspending the reader from the fictional world. I suggest that Fforde’s novels 
exert this dual force in order to highlight the reader’s desire to remain 
intramurally engaged with the text, that is, to be immersed within its fictional 
world. This desire for immersion provides a source of  gravity, and the reader’s 
re-immersion is executed through the naturalisation of  the unnatural elements 
which initially suspend her from the fictional world. As the author of  these 
unnatural elements, Fforde also assists in creating this gravitational force 
behind the re-immersion of  the reader. He devises explanations for the 
presence of  these unnatural elements, and these accounts serve to naturalise 
and re-incorporate the unnatural elements into the logical composition of  the 
fictional world. While these elements previously seem to rupture the illusion of  
the fictional world, they are now shown to constitute the fictional world. 
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	 At this point, it may also be useful to make a distinction between the 
worlds that will be discussed within this thesis. The RealWorld functions as the 
primary world of  the Thursday Next series, and functions as the base world 
setting for the narrative and the “actual world” for Thursday. The BookWorld 
is the fictional world that Thursday discovers in Lost in a Good Book, and this 
world is an amalgamation of  all the fictional worlds that exist. The actual 
world is the world we take to be the world of  reality. In this thesis, I will 
primarily use the term “fictional world” to describe the entire heterocosm of  
Fforde’s series, including both the RealWorld and the BookWorld, unless it is 
more salient to discuss them independently. 
	 In Fforde’s narrativisation of  the reader’s immersion within the 
fictional world, he foregrounds space as the primary mode of  this immersion. 
He highlights this spatial experience through his use of  science-fiction tropes 
across the series. As aids to the act of  “bookjumping,” various devices are 
presented: the Prose Portal, the TravelBook, the Austen Rover, and the 
Synthetic body. Out of  these, the TravelBook can provide a useful way of  
examining Fforde’s presentation of  space as the dominant method of  
immersion. 
	 The TravelBook provides many passages describing places within the 
BookWorld that Thursday visits regularly. For example, her access to the Great 
Library in the BookWorld is facilitated by the following passage: 
I was in a long, dark, wood-panelled corridor lined with 
bookshelves that reached from the richly carpeted floor 
to the vaulted ceiling. The carpet was elegantly 
patterned and the ceiling was decorated with rich 
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mouldings that depicted scenes from the classics, each 
cornice supporting the marble bust of  an author. High 
above me, spaced at regular intervals, were finely 
decorated circular apertures through which light gained 
entry and reflected off  the polished wood, reinforcing 
the serious mood of  the library. Running down the 
centre of  the corridor was a long row of  reading tables, 
each with a green-shaded brass lamp. The library 
appeared endless; in both directions the corridor 
vanished into darkness with no definable end. But this 
wasn’t important. (Lost 160-161) 
This passage demonstrates the reader’s reliance on the description of  the 
fictional world in order to access it: the reader accompanies Thursday in 
discovering the well-described objects that populate the Great Library. The 
references to the “I” in this passage help to orient the reader as a physical 
presence in the text as well, since Thursday is able to describe the spatial 
relation between the fictional objects and herself  with the phrase “High above 
me.” Fforde is clearly ironic when Thursday says, “But this wasn’t important,” 
after the passage luxuriates in describing all the fictional objects and how they 
fit within the space of  the Great Library. Of  course, the description plays an 
important role in the reader’s access to the fictional world, but it falls away 
quickly once it has done its job. The reader has now entered the Great Library 
through the portal of  the passage, and the scene can now unfold. 
	 While the TravelBook provides information with which the reader can 
construct the fictional world, its name implies a travel guidebook, which 
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provides information for visitors to a foreign destination, helping them discover 
places and items of  interest in this destination. Because of  this implication, the 
TravelBook suggests that while the reader constructs the fictional world out of  
the description the text provides, she nonetheless experiences it as if  its 
existence is independent of  her. 
	 This thesis will examine Fforde’s constructions, subversions, and 
reconstructions of  his fictional world along three spaces: the textual space, the 
generic space, and the virtual space. 
	 I will begin with an examination of  the textual space, looking at 
Fforde’s linguistic games that make the reader aware of  the page instead of  the 
fictional world it is supposed to provide a window into. Fforde causes the page-
as-window to flicker between transparency and opaqueness, suspending and 
re-immersing the reader along the boundaries of  the fictional world, which lie 
on the surface of  the page. 
	 Following this, I look at Fforde’s machinations upon the generic space 
of  his fictional world: the reader’s suspension from the fictional world is 
brought about by a sense of  dislocation and disorientation. Fforde creates 
generic expectations with the use of  tropes from specific genres and subverts 
such expectations; the reader is left unable to identify the genre the text is 
occupying. However, Fforde provides the map for the reader to reorient herself  
within his fictional world when he reveals that each genre is a separate and 
distinct domain in the organisation of  his fictional world. 
	 Finally, I turn to the virtual space, in which I examine how Fforde 
performs the reader’s desire for unity through the construction of  the 
RealWorld. The RealWorld is a clearly fictional world built up through 
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comparisons with the actual world, and Fforde deliberately creates an 
anticipation of  convergence between the two worlds. He posits the RealWorld 
as a mirror for the actual world, and the mirror’s reflection creates a series of  
contradictions between both worlds. When Fforde suggests a merging of  the 




2. ACCESSING THE FICTIONAL WORLD: 
PAGE AS WINDOW 
!
	 In Narcissistic Narrative, Linda Hutcheon states that the fictional world 
“is constructed in and through language,” calling it a “linguistic heterocosm”    
(91). She states that for many readers, “fiction and narrative [. . .] suggest a 
transitive and referential use of  words” (88), and this referentiality reveals the 
idea that the objects in the fictional world are adequately represented by the 
words of  the text. Because of  this belief, the reader immerses herself  within 
the fictional world through the process of  transforming the words into mental 
images, and this conversion renders the words invisible as they have been 
replaced in the reader’s mind with the fictional objects they refer to. As a 
result, immersion within the fictional world often entails a forgetting, a 
disappearing of  the text. Thomas Pavel states that the process of  immersion is 
facilitated by the act of  “[t]ext transcending” (74): 
the very need for deliberate calling of  attention to the pleasures 
of  the journey is an indicator of  how little inclined we are to 
enjoy them, naturally hurried as we are towards the worlds 
themselves. Our memory seems mostly to register facts and 
characters, an[d] even when we do remember isolated lines, we 
usually select gnomic and aphoristic passages, as if  an 
irrepressible referential instinct presses us to go beyond the 
textual medium. (73-74) 
While the text is a boundary that must be transcended in order for the reader 
to enter the fictional world, Pavel’s observation also suggests that this act of  
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transcending must be unconscious in order for it to succeed. The reader’s 
immersion within the fictional world is predicated upon her forgetting that the 
text is even there: she begins to imagine herself  witnessing the events in the 
fictional world, allowing the words that present these events to vanish. Peter 
Schwenger states that “the book recedes as object” during the process of  
reading (14), and Georges Poulet also describes immersion as depending upon 
the vanishing of  the page, 
the disappearance of  the “object.” Where is the book I held in 
my hands? It is still there, and at the same time it is there no 
longer, it is nowhere. That object wholly object, that thing 
made of  paper, [. . .] that object is no more, or at least it is as if  
it no longer existed, as long as I read the book. For the book is 
no longer a material reality. It is become a series of  words, of  
images, of  ideas which in their turn begin to exist. And where is 
this new existence? Surely not in the paper object. (54) 
Paradoxically, Poulet’s description reveals that access to the fictional world is 
reliant upon the presence of  the page as object. The reader’s access to the 
physical space of  the page is that which makes the fictional world present for 
her. Her eyes travel across the page, following the text line by line and 
transforming the words into mental images in order to contruct the fictional 
world. This is when the page fades away, transformed into a window which 
allows the reader access into the fictional world. 
	 However, in this chapter I aim to show how Fforde prevents the 
disappearance of  the page by obstructing the transformation of  words into 
images. He calls attention to the window instead of  the world behind it, 
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blocking the reader’s access to the fictional world. Fforde achieves this by 
creating textual aberrations such as odd spellings and the insertion of  
unnecessary punctuations. The window of  the page fogs over with the 
appearance of  these textual anomalies, which prevent the reader from 
transcending the text to access the fictional world. Peter Mendelsund states 
that fog is used in the openings of  texts such as If  on a Winter’s Night a Traveller 
and Bleak House as a visual metaphor to demonstrate the indeterminacy that 
characterises the opening of  any text (61-65); attempting to see through the 
fog, the reader begins to convert the text into mental images in order to 
construct a clear view of  the fictional world. However, in Dickens the fog 
gradually clears up, allowing the reader access to the fictional world, while in 
Calvino the fog repeatedly transforms itself, blocking the reader’s immersion in 
its various incarnations. 
	 The fog that appears in Fforde is of  the type found in Calvino, 
recurring at different points of  the series to eject the reader from the fictional 
world. Finding herself  having to inspect the window instead of  the fictional 
world behind it, the reader is forced to consider the textual space of  the page 
as the boundary which she has so readily transcended in her immersion within 
other fictional worlds. Through the use of  footnotes and footnoterphones in 
his series, Fforde also forces the reader to jump back and forth on the surface 
of  the page in order to access the full narrative. This rapid movement on the 
page suspends the reader from the fictional world, calling attention to the 
window of  the page instead of  the world that she attempts to access. 
	 Alber reminds us that readers “try to make strange narratives more 
readable” by naturalising the unnatural elements which appear in the text (81), 
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and this is the case with the reader’s experience of  Fforde’s strange novels. 
Faced with the unnatural elements which break the illusion of  the fictional 
world, the reader will make an attempt at naturalising and integrating them 
within the fictional world. Fforde facilitates this impulse, offering the reader an 
alternative method of  re-immersion by narrativising the source of  the fog that 
has obscured her view of  the fictional world. Through the attribution of  this 
textual fog to creatures that exist within the fictional world, Fforde returns the 
reader to the referential reading of  the text, showing that these textual 
anomalies show up on the surface of  the text because they belong to the logical 
construction of  the fictional world. Similarly, Fforde suggests that the footnotes 
do not block the reader’s access to the fictional world; instead they merely 
open a window to another space within the same world. 
	 The re-integration of  the textual oddities into the construction of  the 
fictional world returns the reader to her approach of  seeing the page as 
window, recreating the illusion of  the fictional world’s unity. This re-
integration is seen as an inward movement because the textual surface, the 
window, is seen as external to the fictional world, but it is drawn into the 
logical construction of  the fictional world. The reader’s dependence on the 
textual space of  the page is foregrounded as well, as this inward movement of  
the text has the effect of  re-immersing her into the fictional world as well. 
!
2.1 Typographical fog on the window 
	 Fforde’s subversions of  typography in his novels constitute the most 
readily perceptible forms of  rupture in the construction of  the fictional world, 
and provide us with a way into the discussion of  the reader’s suspension from 
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and re-immersion within the fictional world. This is because the surface of  the 
page is a physical space, and our transcending of  this physical object is the 
fundamental process that allows us entry into the fictional world. Fforde’s first 
instance of  foregrounding the textual construction of  the fictional world comes 
at a crucial time in The Eyre Affair: it comes just before Thursday’s first (adult) 
entry into a fictional world. Mycroft’s Prose Portal runs on his genetically 
modified bookworms, which literally feed on the words on the page, analysing 
the text and discussing it among themselves to construct the fictional world, 
into which the Prose Portal opens a doorway. 
	 The digestive analogy of  reading suggests that the reader consumes the 
text, and the input of  the text is separated into two different forms of  output: 
text that goes towards the construction of  the fictional world is fed into the 
reader’s imagination, while unnecessary forms of  text are discarded and 
treated as waste. In this scene, Fforde suggests that the text’s typographical 
features are largely unnecessary by presenting them as the bookworms’ waste 
product; indeed, the excessive proliferation of  these typographical markers 
obstructs the reader’s construction of  the scene. The bookworms begin to 
excrete punctuation marks, which make their way into the physical atmosphere 
of  the scene and the surface of  the page: “they had just digested a recent meal 
of  prepositions and were happily farting out apostrophes and ampersands; the 
air was heav’y with th’em&” (Affair 309-10). When threatened, the bookworms 
continue releasing more typographical symbols, including “large quantities of  
unnecessary capitalisations” and hyphenations (310), which begin to manifest 
in the characters’ dialogue, so that it appears like this: “Yes, Mr Hade’s. Ev-en 
You Will Not be Im-Pervious To My Associate’s Small Artill-ery Piece. You 
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Have My-croft’s Manual For The Por-tal & The Po-em In Which You Have 
Im-pris-oned Mrs Next. Give-Them-To-Me” (311). 
	 In the construction of  a fictional world, the printed dialogue is taken to 
be the recording of  speech, which only manifests as sound. Here, however, the 
manifestation of  these typographical symbols gives the reader pause as she 
attempts to make sense of  not only what is being said, but also how the 
symbols are able to physically manifest in the characters’ speech. Such symbols 
are typical of  printed text, not dialogue. When Thursday first observes the 
bookworms expelling these markers, they only briefly appear in her narration 
(“the air was heav’y with th’em&”). This suggests that these typographical 
symbols are actually present in the scene. However, the symbols quickly 
relocate to the dialogue, where they usually do not belong. The reader 
struggles to reconstruct the scene that is unfolding: do the symbols represent 
some sound that the characters produce (for example, an apostrophe 
representing a glottal stop), or do the symbols appear around the characters’ 
mouths when they speak? 
	 The first option seems unlikely, since the apostrophes, for instance, 
recur often in words ending with “s” (“Mis’s,” “World’s,” “Hade’s”), signalling 
that their use is more for print rather than for sound, as the apostrophes are 
inclined to attach themselves to words to turn these words into possessives. 
Moreover, not all the typographical symbols in this scene have a corresponding 
sound; for example, it seems that the extraneous capitalisations do not affect 
the characters’ dialogue. The second option seems visually arresting, since it 
may appear that these symbols attach to the characters’ words as they are 
spoken. However, how do the symbols “decide” which parts of  the characters’ 
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speech to append themselves to? Moreover, if  the words are merely spoken, 
they do not have a textual manifestation within the scene itself; they are pure 
sound. The symbols cannot attach themselves to the words spoken if  the words 
do not have any physical presence in the scene, unless the words themselves 
take on physical manifestations and linger on the scene after they are spoken. 
Again, this seems unlikely, since Thursday only comments on the presence of  
these symbols, not the words as well. 
	 These typographical symbols are thus seen as unnatural elements, 
creating confusion for the reader, who is unable to translate the symbols into 
meaningful and coherent images within the fictional world. They suspend the 
reader from the fictional world because they threaten the intregity of  the scene 
by revealing its constructedness, which ruptures the illusion of  unity. It is ironic 
that these bookworms are a crucial component of  the Prose Portal, which 
enables entry into fictional worlds for the characters. While they are able to 
allow Thursday and other characters enter fictional worlds, the bookworms 
block entry for Fforde’s reader: being the source of  the typographical 
irregularities in this scene, they make the text more visible and reinstate it as a 
boundary which the reader finds difficulty crossing. The window of  the page is 
obscured by the abundance of  textual aberrations, and the reader finds herself  
staring at its surface instead of  the world behind it. 
	 If  the text is a window fogged up by the anomalous punctuations and 
capitalisations, Fforde reveals that this fog belongs not on the window itself, but 
behind it. He renders it extremely difficult for the reader to extricate these 
typographical symbols from the construction of  the scene, and instead 
encourages the reader to see their presence as part of  the fictional world. We 
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recall that these capitalisations, hyphenations, and apostrophes are in fact 
biological excretions of  these bookworms, creatures that exist within the 
fictional world that Fforde has created. Even though the reader must 
cognitively remove the symbols in these pieces of  dialogue to understand what 
is being said, she is also forced to recognise that the numerous symbols that 
manifest on the text are in fact part of  the scene. The confusion these symbols 
create is a significant component of  the chaos that arises in the scene between 
Thursday and two of  the major antagonists of  the novel, Acheron Hades and 
Jack Schitt: Mycroft states in alarm that the showdown between Hades and 
Schitt is “Upsetting The Wor’ms! They’re Starting to hy-phe-nate!” (311). The 
symbols that manifest on the page are thus crucial not only to the construction 
of  the fictional world, but also to the establishment of  the scene’s atmosphere. 
	 While the reader still experiences difficulty in constructing this scene in 
a way that adequately accounts for the presence of  these symbols in the 
fictional world, their existence is nevertheless explained to be firmly rooted in 
the fictional world that Fforde has created, and this explanation serves to assist 
the reader in naturalising these very unnatural elements of  the text and 
repairing the rupture in the surface of  the fictional world. Moreover, by the 
end of  the chapter, the fog of  symbols recedes as the bookworms are given the 
original manuscript to Jane Eyre, and the Prose Portal opens a doorway, 
allowing Thursday to enter the world of  the literary classic. The window 
becomes clear at the very moment the portal opens, and this is no coincidence: 
Fforde depicts the opening of  the portal as a symbol of  the reader’s re-
immersion into the fictional world. The receding of  the bookworms’ 
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typographical excretions restores the illusion of  unity in the fictional world, 
allowing the reader to be re-immersed once more. 
	 In the case of  the bookworms, Fforde blocks the reader’s immersion 
within the fictional world by providing unnecessary symbols, which makes it 
extremely difficult for her to convert the text into fictional objects. However, 
Fforde creates another set of  textual irregularities through the mispeling vyrus, 
which also blocks entry into the fictional world, but here the textual 
irregularities distort the transformation of  text into fictional object, producing 
incongruent situations that suspend the reader from the fictional world. The 
vyrus, known as a highly dangerous pest in the BookWorld, works by altering 
the spelling of  fictional objects and in doing so breaking apart the construction 
of  the fictional scene. Thursday states that “[m]ispeling was merely an 
annoyance to readers in the real world” (Well 168); misspellings that typically 
appear in text are usually meaningless, and the reader is often able to 
reconstruct the intending spelling and its meaning from the context of  the 
passage. For example, when Thursday is first introduced to the mispeling vyrus 
(heavily quarantined with dictionaries to prevent it from multiplying), she is 
invited to test it, and utters, “Unnessary,” “undoutadly, profesor, diarhea, 
nakijima” (Well 81, emphasis in the original). These mispelings are easily 
reversed to form “unnecessary, undoubtedly, professor, diarrhea, nakajima 
(Fforde’s allusion to his prior error in transliterating a Japanese name).” 
However, in a later scene where the mispeling vyrus has been set loose, it 
seems to work rather differently from here. 
	 When Thursday and her fellow Jurisfiction agents enter the scene, the 
first clue they have that the mispeling vyrus has been let loose is the change of  
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door “hinges” into “singes” (Well 167, emphasis in the original). It appears that 
the mispeling vyrus works differently on speech and fictional objects; whereas 
mispeled speech merely has its spelling altered, mispeled objects are 
completely transformed into other objects through their spelling. In describing 
the damage that the mispeling vyrus causes, Thursday observes that while 
mispeling is simply a nuisance to readers of  the text, “inside fiction it was a 
menace. The mispeling was the effect of  sense distortion, not the cause – once 
the internal meaning of  a word started to break down then the mispeling arose 
as a consequence of  this” (Well 168, emphasis in the original). According to 
Thursday’s explanation, the objects affected by the vyrus are not changed 
through their spelling, but through their “internal meaning[s].” However, it is 
clear to the reader that mispeling changes the objects based on the spelling of  
the words, since there must be some similarity in how it mangles speech and 
alters fictional objects. Also, the objects in the following scene are all shown 
clearly to be altered through their spelling: 
On the far wall the shelves were filled with a noisy company of  
feather-bound rooks; we stepped forward on to the fattened tarpit 
only to see that the imposing table in the centre of  the room 
was now an enormous label. The glass apparatus had become 
grass asparagus, and worst of  all, Mathias the talking horse was 
simply a large model house – like a doll’s house but much more 
detailed. (Well 168, emphasis in the original) 
While Thursday states that mispeling is “the effect of  sense distortion, not the 
cause,” it seems impossible to discern a logic behind the transformations of  
these fictional objects other than the spelling of  these objects. We have noted 
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that the mispeling vyrus works differently on speech and fictional objects, and 
it is the spelling of  these words that is the common thread connecting the 
destruction the vyrus wreaks on both categories. 
	 In contrast to the typographical effects of  the bookworms, the reader is 
able to convert these mispeled words into images; the difficulty here is in 
ascertaining how these images fit within the fictional world and the scene 
which is unfolding. Because these mispeled objects are clearly distortions of  
significantly different objects, they do not come together to create a cohesive 
scene. Instead, their combined presence creates an impression of  nonsense, 
and the accompanying flicker between these mispeled objects and their 
original forms leads to the reader’s suspension from the scene. For example, in 
the case of  the “feather-bound rooks,” the reader is put in mind of  a flock of  birds 
sitting on the shelves, as well as the original words before mispeling, which are 
probably “leather-bound books.” The reader is also likely to imagine the 
transformation of  “leather-bound books” into “feather-bound rooks,” and this 
transformation takes place both on the level of  the word and on the level of  
the image. Because the scene features multiple such transformations enacted 
by the mispeling vyrus, the reader has to repeat this process for each mispeled 
object. This emphasis on the particular spelling of  each object suspends the 
reader from the scene, since she is reminded that it has to be constructed out 
of  the words on the page; any alteration in the spelling of  the object alters the 
object completely. 
	 While it is clear that Fforde foregrounds the level of  the word in this 
scene, suspending the reader from the scene, immersion may come in the form 
of  the emotional effect of  the scene. The events that unfold here are crucial to 
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the plot of  the novel: the mispeling vyrus causes the whole scene to 
disintegrate into nonsensical and disparate elements, and the character Akrid 
Snell even dies as a result of  being exposed to the mispeling vyrus. The 
perpetrator who has unleashed both the mispeling vyrus and a highly 
dangerous minotaur remains a mystery; any utterances from Snell’s mouth 
before he dies are horrendously misspelt. 
His complexion was pail, his breething laboured, his skein 
covered in painful and unsightly green pastilles. As I wotched, 
his dry slips tried to foam worlds but all he could torque was 
ninsense. 
“Thirsty!” he squeeked. “Wode – Cone, udder whirled – 
doughnut Trieste—!” 
He grisped my arm with his fungers, made one last 
stringled cry before feeling bakwards, his life force deported 
from his patriotic misspelled boddy. 
“He was a fine operative,” said Havisham as the doctor 
pulled the sheep over his head. (Well 176) 
Even though the scene is comical because of  the highly incongruent fictional 
objects formed by mispeling, it is also sombre because it reinforces Thursday’s 
observation that the vyrus is not merely an inconvenience but a highly 
destructive force in the BookWorld. The reader’s focus is shifted from the 
rupture of  the text to the destruction of  characters and objects within the 
world of  the text, which provides an emotional anchor that re-immerses the 
reader into the fictional world after she has been suspended by the rupture of  
the text. 
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	 As a point of  contrast to the bookworms and the mispeling vyrus, 
Fforde provides an object which allows an “internal” perspective of  the textual 
aberrations, providing yet another explanation for these anomalies that roots 
them within the fictional world in spite of  the rupture they appear to cause. As 
part of  the Jurisfiction arsenal, a textmarker is provided; according to the 
“Jurisfiction Guide to the Great Library,” a textmarker is 
An emergency device that outwardly resembles a flare pistol. 
Designed by the Jurisfiction Design & Technology department, 
the textmarker allows a trapped PRO to ‘mark’ the text of  the 
book they are within using a predesignated code of  bold, italics, 
underlining, etc., unique to the agent. Another agent may then 
jump in at the right page to effect a rescue. Works well as long 
as the rescuer is looking for the signal. (Lost 277) 
In allowing Jurisfiction agents to “‘mark’ the text of  the book they are within,” 
the textmarker is a BookWorld device that gives these agents the ability to 
create anomalies on the textual surface. Since the use of  textmarkers involves 
the use of  “predesignated code[s],” RealWorld readers who are unlikely to 
know these codes will not be able to interpret the text when it has been 
marked. With the capability of  altering the typography of  the text, the 
textmarker resembles the bookworms and mispeling vyrus, but this device 
provides a BookWorld perspective of  the effect; its effects are only described 
but not made manifest on the text of  the Thursday Next novels. However, this 
perspective allows the reader to recognise that while the altered text may not 
carry any meaning for her, they may carry some meaning for another reader 
who has knowledge of  the predesignated code required to interpret them. The 
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reader realises that while the text may become opaque, exhibiting textual 
anomalies that she is unable to convert into objects to construct the fictional 
world, this does not necessarily mean that the fictional world is incomplete or 
ruptured. Instead, it may suggest the reader’s insufficient linguistic capability 
because she encounters linguistic units she is unable to interpret. 
	 Further demonstrating the internal perspective of  the textual 
aberrations, Fforde includes a scene in Something Rotten where Thursday and 
her fellow operative Bradshaw are indeed trapped in a Western Pulp novel, 
and have to use the textmarker to call for help. Bradshaw 
aimed the marker into the air and fired. There was a dull thud 
and the projectile soared into the sky. It exploded noiselessly 
above us and for an instant I could see the text of  the page in a 
light grey against the blue of  the sky. The words were back to 
front, of  course, and as I looked at Bradshaw’s copy of  Death at 
Double-X Ranch I noticed the written word ‘ProVIDence’ had 
been partially capitalised. Help would soon arrive. (Rotten 14) 
The flickering of  the words in and out of  view performs the way in which the 
vanishing of  the text is necessary to the construction of  the fictional world. 
Before Bradshaw fires the textmarker into the sky, the text is invisible, 
contributing to the fictional world’s illusion of  unity. However, when Thursday 
observes the text momentarily becoming visible before it vanishes again, this 
shows that it is the anomalous capitalisation of  “ProVIDence” which renders 
the text visible. The irregularities that Bradshaw has created in the text do not 
mean anything significant to the reader: the capitalisation of  “VID” within the 
word “ProVIDence,” which is the name of  the town the scene is set in, has no 
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particular meaning relevant to the message that Bradshaw is sending. It is 
merely meant to point out the characters’ location within the novel: 
somewhere around “Page seventy-four, line six” (13). Also, as shown above, the 
textmarker uses “a predesignated code [. . .] unique to the agent” and “[w]orks 
well as long as the rescuer is looking for the signal” (Lost 277). In this case of  
“ProVIDence,” this means that the meaning of  the distress signal may lie in 
the capitalisation of  the word and its position on the page, instead of  the 
letters or the word in which the capitalisation takes place. It also suggests that 
only the sender and the receiver of  the message hold the cipher to interpret 
this message, and the reader recognises that the message does contain meaning 
even though she herself  does not possess a cipher which can help her interpret 
this meaning. This serves to remind the reader that her immersion within the 
fictional world is highly contingent upon her reading vocabulary and her 
ability to interpret the text. While she may be able to re-immerse herself  into 
the fictional world, she is constantly reminded of  the text’s ability to suspend 
her once more. 
	 The above scene demonstrates the page-as-window analogy, but from 
the other side of  the page: the words that appear in the sky are “back to front,” 
and the reader is given this perspective from within the fictional world through 
Thursday’s focalisation. Crucially, however, Fforde also reminds the reader of  
the perspective external to the fictional world when Thursday witnesses the 
textmarker’s effect on the surface of  the page itself  when she looks at 
Bradshaw’s copy of  the book. Thursday’s act of  looking from both 
perspectives is significant: at once both inside the fictional world looking out 
and outside the fictional world looking in, the reader realises that she is looking 
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only at the text. This creates a strange moment where the reader is neither 
suspended nor immersed within the fictional world; she finds herself  in 
between. 
!
2.2 Footnotes open a window into an alternate space 
	 Another way that Fforde places the reader in between suspension and 
immersion is through the use of  footnotes and “footnoterphones” in the 
novels. Beginning in Lost in a Good Book, Thursday receives phone calls from 
characters in the BookWorld; these phone calls are presented as footnotes 
sharing the same page as Thursday’s responses. The back-and-forth movement 
on the page that the reader has to perform in order to access the full 
conversation suspends the reader from her immersion within the fictional 
world, fixing her attention on the window instead. However, Fforde later shows 
that these footnotes are also windows, but windows into an alternate space 
within his fictional world. The reader thus realises that with the footnotes, she 
is looking into multiple spaces in the fictional world at once. 
	 Another way that Fforde subverts the textual space is through the use 
of  footnotes and “footnoterphones” in the novels. In Paratexts: Thresholds of  
Interpretation, Gérard Genette states that fictional notes such as Fforde’s are 
“under cover of  a [. . .] satirical simulation of  a paratext,” and “contribute to 
the fiction of  the text except when they constitute that fiction through and 
through” (343). Footnotes are typically not found in fictional texts; they are 
more characteristic of  non-fictional texts. While Gérard Genette does provide 
a discussion on fictional notes, his typology of  notes in Paratexts: Thresholds of  
Interpretation examines first those appended to discursive texts, highlighting the 
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more common uses of  such paratexts. The use of  notes in fictional texts, 
however, has an effect of  disrupting the reader’s immersion within the fictional 
world: “the authorial annotation of  a text of  fiction or poetry, by dint of  its 
discursive nature, unavoidably marks a break in the enunciative regime – a 
break that justifies our assigning it to the paratext” (Genette 332). 
	 The presence of  notes in any fictional text necessarily breaks the 
illusion of  the fictional world because they interrupt the flow of  the text. The 
reader’s attention is drawn away from the main passage to another spot on the 
page, and this movement suspends the reader from the fictional world. 
Accordingly, Genette comments that the authorial annotation of  fictional texts 
already suggests that the texts themselves are concerned with revealing their 
seams: “this type of  note [. . .] is still used most often with texts whose 
fictionality is very ‘impure’ [. . .]: novels or poems whose notes for the most 
part bear precisely on the nonfictional aspect of  the narrative” (332). While 
Genette implies that “impure fictionality” is related to the “nonfictional,” 
verificational aspect of  the text, here I take “impure fictionality” as that which 
disrupts the illusion of  the fictional world. Moreover, Fforde’s footnotes are 
clearly not discursive in the sense that they “play a corroborative 
role” (Genette 332), but as phone calls, they are “discursive” in that they form 
part of  a conversation with the main text. 
	 While Genette states that fictional notes “contribute to the fiction of  
the text except when they constitute that fiction through and through,” 
suggesting an either/or situation, I suggest that in Fforde, the footnotes both 
contribute to and constitute the fiction of  his novels through and through. 
Fforde suspends his reader when he makes her aware of  the textual space of  
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the page, but he also integrates the footnotes into his fictional world by 
showing that they occupy a physical space within this world. Fforde turns the 
footnotes into world-building tools, which assist the reader in constructing the 
fictional world, allowing for re-immersion once more. 
	 Fforde first presents the footnotes as integral to the understanding of  
the plot: these footnotes are depicted as phone calls made from the 
BookWorld. However, these footnoterphone calls are experienced differently 
from other types of  phone calls presented from within the RealWorld. While 
phone calls within the RealWorld are displayed in the same space of  the main 
text, the footnoterphone calls span across both spaces on the page. The 
experience of  these footnotes is distracting and serves to suspend the reader 
from the fictional world: they are represented by a superscripted number, and 
the reader has to seek the note which corresponds to this number at the 
bottom of  the page. As is typical with phone calls, the dialogue jumps back 
and forth between both members of  the conversation; however, the format of  
the footnoterphone calls necessitates that the reader’s eye flicker repeatedly 
between the main text and the text at the bottom of  the page. This repeated 
flickering draws the reader’s attention away from the phone call and to the 
page instead, suspending the reader out of  the scene and onto the textual 
surface. 
	 The back-and-forth movement of  the reader’s eye on the page is 
portrayed as a form of  madness: Thursday’s first footnoterphone call takes 
place in front of  Cordelia Flakk: 
“There it goes again!” 
“There goes what again?” 
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“A man’s voice!” I said somewhat idiotically. “Speaking here 
inside my head!” 
I pointed to my temple to demonstrate but Cordelia took a 
step backward, her look turning rapidly to one of  
consternation. (Lost 22) 
This first footnoterphone call is also the first time the reader experiences the 
repeated movements between main text and footnotes, which creates a sense 
of  dislocation and suspends her from the scene. What is also significant here is 
that Snell from the footnotes is able to observe what goes on in the main text: 
he asks Thursday about Cordelia, “Who was that disturbingly attractive 
woman in the tight pink sweater?” (Lost 23). Thursday, Cordelia, and Braxton 
Hicks cannot see Snell, but he can see them. It is only Thursday, who carries 
the role of  narrator, who is able to hear Snell’s utterances. The inability of  the 
RealWorld characters to see Snell mirrors the manner in which the notes of  a 
text comment on the main text, but are presented as external to the main text. 
	 Crucially, at this point of  her first footnoterphone call, Thursday has 
yet to be introduced properly to the BookWorld which the fictional world of  
Jane Eyre is a part of. The footnoterphone calls also serve as an introduction to 
the BookWorld for the reader, and this association of  the footnotes with the 
alternate space that the BookWorld occupies helps the reader to make sense of  
the spatial relations between the RealWorld and the BookWorld. In the above 
scene, Thursday and the reader do not know what Snell looks like, or where he 
is calling her from. This lack of  information prevents the reader from 
imagining the scene surrounding Snell, and the footnotes are thus depicted 
merely as Snell’s voice, speaking to Thursday from this unknown space. 
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	 However, Fforde reminds the reader that the other end of  a 
footnoterphone call is indeed a space of  its own by bringing Thursday into this 
space. Thursday is brought to the Jurisfiction offices, which are located in the 
ballroom of  Norland Park from Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility, provided by 
the Dashwoods in an agreement with Jurisfiction. Of  this ballroom, Fforde 
provides an elaborate description which can easily be conjured up by the 
reader: “The room was painted in white and pale blue and the walls, where 
not decorated with delicate plaster mouldings, were hung with lavish gold-
framed mirrors. Above me the glazed ceiling let in the evening light, but 
already I could see servants preparing candelabra” (Lost 264). This ample 
description of  the Jurisfiction headquarters creates an immersive fictional 
scene in which the reader can place the caller of  footnoterphone calls. This is 
reinforced by Thursday witnessing Snell placing such a phone call, 
accompanied with a detailed description of  the specific footnoterphone that 
Snell has been calling her from: “I could see Akrid Snell at the far side of  the 
room, speaking into what looked like a small gramophone horn connected by 
a flexible brass tube to the floor” (Lost 265). The reader is able to retroactively 
fill in the details of  the prior scene, imagining Snell calling Thursday from the 
Jurisfiction offices. Moreover, Thursday herself  places a footnoterphone call 
into a book, It Was a Dark and Stormy Night by Janet and Allan Ahlberg. Though 
brief  and confused, Thursday’s call (presented not in the footnotes but in the 
main text) highlights the fact that the footnoterphone calls she has received 
originate in a specific space within the BookWorld. Fforde thus re-integrates 
the external space of  the footnotes into the fictional world, and while the 
reader is still required to move back and forth between the main text and the 
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footnotes, she recognises that this movement corresponds with a movement of  
looking between two windows into different locations within the fictional 
world. 
	 As it turns out, the space dedicated to footnotes is not limited to speech 
as marked out by quotation marks. This is demonstrated when Thursday is 
pulled into the footnotes by Vernham Deane. Her narration moves from the 
main text into the footnotes: “I cleared my mind as much as I could and—23”; 
“23 the Jurisfiction office vanished and was replaced by a large and shiny 
underground tube” (Well 321). The space of  the footnotes, initially presented 
as the page itself, is transformed into a physical space in which Thursday finds 
herself, “a large and shiny underground tube.” Meanwhile, the main text 
continues, but in a third-person narrative, and in a different typeface from the 
rest of  the novel: “‘How odd!’ said Tweed, walking to the place where he had 
last seen Thursday. [. . .] She had vanished” (Well 322). The change in typeface 
here suggests that the narrative from the main text has followed Thursday, the 
protagonist and focaliser, into the footnotes. Both the main text (with the 
different typeface) and the footnote run concurrently and share the same 
pages, suggesting that the scenes presented by both are occurring 
simultaneously. 
	 Here, Fforde highlights the way in which the supposedly peripheral 
space of  the text becomes as important as the main text to the reader’s 
immersion within the fictional world: just as the main text presents a scene 
unfolding in a fictional space, the footnotes too present another scene which 
plays out in an equally valid fictional space. However, in this case, the footnotes 
exert a greater gravitational force on the reader, since they are focalised 
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through Thursday’s perspective, and are presented in the same typeface as the 
most of  the novel. Thursday’s shift into the footnotes is likely to have pulled 
the reader out of  the fictional space of  the Jurisfiction offices, and into the 
underground tube as well. Accordingly, the main text is presented in the third 
person, suggesting a more detached perspective than Thursday’s first person. 
While the reader may feel some space of  dislocation and suspension from this 
scene, Fforde provides an anchor through Thursday’s narration and the 
typeface of  the text to re-immerse the reader, this time within the alternate 
space of  the footnotes. Instead of  being suspended from the fictional world, 
the reader merely finds herself  in another region of  the same fictional world. 
	 The suspension/re-immersion sequence can also be explained through 
the shift in focus during the reader’s construction of  the fictional world: 
for readers the meaning of  each word increasingly takes its 
context from other words in that same work; the locus of  
reference gradually changes from the readers’ linguistic, literary, 
and existential experience in general, to include their 
experience of  that text in particular. This last stage leads to the 
creation of  the “heterocosm.” (Hutcheon 98) 
Here Hutcheon shows that while the reader begins by relying upon her general 
experience to construct the fictional world, as she progresses in the text, her 
focus shifts towards the experience of  the particular text. Her idea that the text 
is a referential representation of  the fictional world is initially undermined by 
Fforde through his textual subversions, but reaffirmed when she realises that 
the text is not referential to the actual world or to the worlds of  other fictions, 
but only to the fictional world of  the text Fforde has created. The reader is 
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constantly discovering and rediscovering the logical boundaries of  Fforde’s 
fictional world. While the reader is initially suspended from Fforde’s fictional 
world because it appears to subvert her assumption that the page is a window 
into the fictional world, she shifts towards the logical construction of  the 
fictional world to look for an explanation behind these subversions. Fforde 
provides just such an explanation, showing that the subversive elements which 
cause the reader’s suspension actually belong to the fictional world, in the 
process also restoring the page as window. This explanation is able to 
reconstitute the illusion of  the fictional world’s unity, allowing the reader to re-
immerse herself  within the world.  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3. NAVIGATING THE FICTIONAL WORLD: 
GENRE AS MAP 
!
	 If  the reader’s experience of  a fictional world is governed by the text, 
which provides instructions for the reader to actualise the fictional world, part 
of  how the reader accesses this information is based upon both the reader’s 
and the text’s knowledge and awareness of  genre and generic conventions. 
Genre provides the reader a set of  directions, demarcating the logical 
boundaries that surround the fictional world. We can envision this set of  
directions in a topographical analogy: genre functions as a map, allowing the 
reader to quickly orient herself  within the fictional world by helping her 
determine its shape and its boundaries. 
	 In the Thursday Next series, Fforde makes use of  generic conventions to 
create specific expectations which he then subverts, suspending the reader 
from the fictional world when she realises that the generic map has dislocated 
her. The reader is also suspended due to the use of  conventions from different 
genres; she does not know which map to use. Subsequently, however, Fforde 
works to re-immerse the reader by providing her a map of  the fictional world 
which encompasses every genre. Fforde reveals that in his fictional world, 
genres occupy specific domains, such that each domain works under the frame 
of  a different genre. The reader is encouraged to re-interpret her dislocation 
from the fictional world as merely a relocation between generic domains in the 
fictional world. Furthermore, Fforde makes use of  a single genre, that of  the 
detective story, as an overarching frame for each novel. He encourages the 
reader to reframe her experience in various generic domains as a hermeneutic 
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journey across the fictional world in order to discover the hidden meaning of  
the text. 
	 Here, it will be useful to note that the construction of  the fictional 
world is not merely based on the entities that constitute it; logic also functions 
as a significant component in the construction of  the fictional world. Ruth 
Ronen observes that 
the metaphor of  “possible worlds” not only allows for an 
account of  semantic principles that modally structure the 
narrative universe, but also serves as a conceptual instrument 
for describing the structure of  plot and its movement. The 
description of  a fictional world as a constellation of  possible 
worlds (including a factual domain) is combined with a 
narrative logic. (171-172) 
The reader’s experience of  the fictional world is not merely through the 
objects and characters she finds; it is also through the logic that determines the 
possibility and likelihood of  certain narrative events. The use of  certain 
conventions and tropes from specific genres create in the reader generic 
expectations of  how the plot will progress. According to Thomas Kent, a 
“sophisticated reader would be someone who recognizes the conventions of  a 
large number of  genres” (19), and the generic expectations which arise from 
such a reader’s encounter with these conventions are able to determine “what 
she would anticipate finding in a particular text” (20). In this case, these 
generic expectations can be seen as instructions for the reader on how to 
construct and access the fictional world, as well as how to navigate this world. 
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	 Kent postulates three types of  texts when it comes to their use of  genre: 
the formulaic text, the deformed text, and the epistemological text. The first 
category includes works that closely follow the formulas set out in specific 
genres, such that the competent reader who “know[s] precisely the generic 
conventions that constitute the text [. . .] would already know what the 
formulaic text desires to communicate” (Kent 21). The basic structure of  these 
formulaic texts will always be the same based on the genres they repeat, and 
these texts “would simply repeat the same story” (Kent 21). Examples of  these 
formulaic texts would include romance novels, detective novels, and fairy tales, 
which fit closely into the formulas of  their specific genres. Such texts create a 
stable fictional world with clear boundaries determining the type of  objects 
and events that exist within; the stability of  the fictional world allows the 
reader to be immersed within it without any disruptions. 
	 The second category of  deformed texts consists of  texts which make 
use of  more than one genre, merging them to form hybrid genres. However, 
Kent states that these literary texts “syntagmatically [foreground] the 
formulated conventions of  one recognizable dominant genre” (142), which is 
to say that such texts nevertheless fulfil the key conventions of  the dominant 
genre. The fictional world of  a deformed text initially appears confusing to the 
reader, but settles into a familiar construction according to the dominant genre 
that functions as a frame for the text. 
	 Kent’s third category is that of  the epistemological texts, which 
manipulate and blend genres in order to foreground and investigate the act of  
interpretation itself; a text from this category “vacillates between generic 
categories, never settling into a dominant generic category” (142). Fictional 
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worlds of  epistemological texts constantly create and subvert generic 
expectations, and the reader is constantly suspended from such worlds when 
she attempts to navigate them using her knowledge of  automatised genres. 
	 In this chapter, I will show how Fforde suspends and re-immerses his 
reader into the fictional world of  the series by performing his series within two 
of  Kent’s categories: the deformed text and the epistemological text. The 
novels can be seen as epistemological texts since they rely on the manipulation 
of  multiple genres to foreground the act of  interpretation, but this serves to 
suspend the reader and leave her outside the fictional world. In order to re-
immerse the reader within the fictional world, Fforde uses the strategy of  the 
deformed text, providing the detective-story genre as a dominant frame. Using 
the detective genre, Fforde is able to shape the fictional world into one that the 
reader can recognise and thus immerse herself  in. The blending of  these two 
categories is also indicative of  the reader’s desire for a whole fictional world in 
the face of  the constant ruptures in its surface. 
	 In Reading for the Plot, Peter Brooks also provides as a way into looking at 
plot a few categories of  the definition of  the word “plot” itself: 
1. (a) A small piece of  ground, generally used for a specific 
purpose. (b) A measured area of  land; lot. 
2. A ground plan, as for a building; chart; diagram. 
3. The series of  events consisting of  an outline of  the action of  
a narrative or drama. 
4. A secret plan to accomplish a hostile or illegal purpose; 
scheme. (12) 
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We can further identify these categories as carrying specific connotations of  
“plot”: (1) the geographical connotation; (2) the constructional connotation; (3) 
the narratological connotation; and (4) the criminal connotation. 
	 Taking on both Brooks’s and Kent’s ideas, I suggest that we can also 
interpret genre according to the geographical meaning of  “plot” as well. If  we 
envision the plot of  a text as a piece of  land with specific boundaries, and if  
we consider that formulaic texts from the same genre merely repeat the same 
story, we can imagine genre as a piece of  land with even more clearly 
demarcated boundaries. In this chapter, I will attempt to show how Fforde 
plays on generic conventions to not only subvert and expose the reader’s 
reliance upon genres to interpret a text, but also to fulfil the reader’s desire for 
a unified text. He does this by framing his novels within the generic structure 
of  the detective novel, so that even while the core of  the novels serve his 
subversive ends, the novels are bookended powerfully by this detective 
structure, which establishes and fulfils the reader’s desire to uncover the 
mystery set out in each volume of  the series. Fforde also creates this sense of  
unity in his novels through the spatialisation of  fiction in One of  Our Thursdays Is 
Missing, the sixth novel, where the BookWorld is remade into a Geographic 
model, creating a Fiction Island encompassing genres which occupy specific 
spaces in relation to each other. Through Thursday5’s journey across Fiction 
Island to solve the mystery of  Thursday’s disappearance, Fforde is able to 
enact the connections between the various connotations of  “plot,” which help 
to reinforce the sense of  unity that ultimately contains his various subversions 
of  generic conventions. 
!
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3.1 SpecOps and generic domains in the RealWorld 
	 In the very beginning of  The Eyre Affair, Fforde suggests to his reader 
that in the RealWorld, the fictional world where Thursday originates, there is a 
form of  categorisation according to genres. This he does through the epigraph 
to the first chapter, an extract from the fictitious “Short History of  the Special 
Operations Network”: 
The Special Operations Network was instigated to handle 
policing duties considered either too unusual or too specialised 
to be tackled by the regular force. There were thirty 
departments in all, starting at the more mundane Neighbourly 
Disputes (SO-30) and going on to Literary Detectives (SO-27) 
and Art Crime (SO-24). Anything below SO-20 was restricted 
information, although it was common knowledge that the 
ChronoGuard were SO-12 and Antiterrorism SO-9. It was 
rumoured that SO-1 was the department that polices the 
SpecOps themselves. (1) 
While the departments listed in this epigraph do not seem all that unusual, the 
phrasing here is significant. The jurisdiction of  the SpecOps covers areas that 
are “either too unusual or too specialised to be tackled by the regular force,” 
suggesting that these are areas that are outside the range of  what might be 
considered ordinary experience in the RealWorld. With this in mind, the 
reader recognises that there may be certain occurrences in the RealWorld that 
may not be considered possible in the actual world. Moreover, this first chapter 
depicts Thursday’s encounter with her father Colonel Next, who is a rogue 
operative of  SO-12, the ChronoGuard. 
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	 The chapter thus serves as an example of  the unusual occurrences that 
are possible in the RealWorld: the ChronoGuard are time travellers, whose 
mission is to ensure that any anomalies in the historical timeline are corrected. 
Because he is on the run, Colonel Next must stop time around Thursday 
before he can approach her; he subjects Thursday to a series of  questions 
concerning British history, and when Thursday provides answers that differ 
from the history in the actual world, he states that these are historical 
anomalies which could be the work of  “revisionists” (5).  After Colonel Next 1
leaves the scene, the alternate history of  the RealWorld continues to be set up 
through the interactions between Thursday and the barkeep. We learn that the 
Crimean War is still ongoing in 1985 in the RealWorld, and the idea of  an 
alternate history further evokes the themes of  time travel fiction. By borrowing 
tropes from the time travel subgenre of  science fiction, Fforde is able to create 
the suggestion that certain events in the RealWorld resemble events that are 
more common in fiction, and by connecting this subgenre to a specific division 
in the SpecOps, he suggests that the divisions of  the SpecOps are connected to 
the types of  categorisation we find in genre fiction, and that Thursday’s further 
encounters with other SpecOps divisions will resemble fiction from other 
genres. 
	 Later in The Eyre Affair, Fforde revisits the time travel genre that sets up 
the idea of  generic influence, this time subverting the tropes of  this genre. This 
suspends the reader from the fictional world by destabilising the generic 
foundations of  the fictional world. On the road with colleague Bowden Cable, 
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 I will return to this scene in my next chapter, focusing on how it establishes the ontological 1
character of  the RealWorld in relation to the actual world through the construction of  an 
alternate history in Fforde’s fictional world.
Thursday encounters a “temporal distortion” (271), a vortex which warps the 
experience of  time around it: characters nearer the outside of  this vortex 
observe the characters nearer the inside to be moving in slow motion, while 
characters on the inside see a fast-forward version of  events when they look 
out. Relying on what her father has told her, Thursday enters the vortex to 
plug up the hole, and when this is done, time travels forwards and backwards a 
few times until she and Bowden settle in an unknown time. When they are 
contacted by Colonel Rutter of  the ChronoGuard, Thursday asks, “How long 
have we been gone?” (283); Rutter tells them, “The year is now 2016, [. . .] 
you’ve been gone thirty-one years!!” (283, emphasis in the original). Here the chapter 
ends, and the assumption is that Thursday and Bowden now believe 
themselves to be in 2016 instead of  1985, since this news comes from Rutter, a 
member of  the ChronoGuard, who is supposedly an expert in time travel. The 
reader believes this to be true as well, since the events in this chapter belong 
strongly to the time travel genre. 
	 However, Fforde reveals that following generic conventions does not 
necessarily help the reader make sense of  the fictional world; when the next 
chapter begins Thursday reveals, “We were both victims of  the 
ChronoGuard’s bizarre sense of  humour. It was just past noon the following 
day. We had been gone only seven hours. We both reset our watches and drove 
slowly into Haworth, each sobered by the experience” (Affair 285). While 
Thursday and Bowden have indeed travelled forward in time, they are still 
more or less in their own time, and have not in fact travelled more than a day 
forward. The reader is suspended from the fictional world when she realises 
that not everything a time travel expert says about time travel is necessarily 
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true, and that consequently, not every time travel trope invoked is necessarily 
applicable to the fictional world. Thursday’s description of  resetting their 
watches is a symbol of  the reader’s need to reset her reliance on genre to 
determine the fictional world’s nature. Following too closely into the 
conventions of  the time travel genre has led the reader astray within the 
fictional world, and she is reminded of  the need to constantly evaluate the use 
of  such conventions in her attempt to navigate the world. 
	 Fforde establishes the generic division of  the RealWorld in The Eyre 
Affair, paradoxically by the incongruent combination of  two distinct genres in 
Thursday’s SpecOps experience. Thursday briefly joins SO-5, “a Search & 
Containment facility” (25), where she is roped in by operative Tamworth to 
help kill Acheron Hades, her university professor who has become an infamous 
criminal. In these chapters, Fforde makes use of  the spy thriller genre, where 
SO-5 operatives have to run a stakeout near Acheron’s brother Styx’s 
apartment in order to find Acheron. The operatives tap in and listen in on 
Styx’s apartment, and use a secret code phrase (“Mosquitoes have stung the 
blue goat”) to state that Acheron has arrived. Following the failed attempt to 
apprehend Acheron, Thursday is subjected to an interrogation by Flanker, 
Tamworth’s superior, as well as “several SO-1 senior operatives,” with “a twin-
cassette tape deck” used to record the interrogation (46). Here, Fforde quite 
clearly borrows from the spy thriller genre to construct the activities of  SO-5, 
and since this occurs quickly after the opening chapter of  the novel, which has 
been shown to correspond to time travel fiction, it reinforces the impression 
that events in the RealWorld can be classified according to the categories used 
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for genre fiction. The chapter divisions also mark out the change in genres in 
the novel, further cementing this notion of  the genrefication of  the RealWorld. 
	 However, in this particular example of  a borrowed genre to show the 
generic division of  the RealWorld, Fforde also seems to have introduced 
elements from a separate genre as well: the Gothic genre. Acheron’s name – 
itself  an allusion to the underworld of  Greek mythology – cannot be said out 
loud, because “he can hear his own name – even whispered – over a thousand-
yard radius, perhaps more,” and “[h]e doesn’t resolve on film or video” (Affair 
26). Further in The Eyre Affair, it is revealed that Acheron can alter his 
appearance (48), and he seems unaffected even by expanding ammunition 
fired point blank (53). Eventually Thursday realises that Acheron displays a 
weakness to silver, and finally kills him with a silver bullet to the heart (341); 
the bullet is given to Thursday by Spike, a SpecOps representative for the 
Gothic. All these characteristics of  Acheron’s reveal that Fforde has 
constructed the character out of  various conventions of  the Gothic genre, and 
Acheron’s abilities can be categorised as supernatural, coming from the more 
fantastic aspects of  the Gothic. 
	 In the case of  SO-5’s mission to kill Acheron, Fforde makes 
unmistakable allusions to both the thriller genre and the Gothic genre, 
combining these allusions to depict the interaction between these generic 
categories as they appear in the RealWorld. This combination of  two genres 
which appear incompatible may serve to suspend the reader from the fictional 
world; instead of  coalescing into a unified fictional experience, these two 
genres reveal their disparity, highlighting the compartmentalisation of  the 
RealWorld into distinct genres. It is perhaps Thursday’s involvement in these 
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genres that serves to integrate the experience of  the two within the fictional 
world. We recall that Thursday is SO-27, a LiteraTec, which is seen as an 
analogy for the reader herself, and it is the reader’s prior exposure to such 
genres that helps her make sense of  the fictional world that Fforde has created. 
	 Fforde’s play on the Gothic genre reveals that while generic 
conventions can sometimes help the reader make her way through the fictional 
world, it is also possible for the reader to be caught up in following these 
conventions to the point of  losing herself  in the process. As mentioned above, 
Thursday is not only involved with SO-5, but with the SpecOps representation 
of  the Gothic genre as well. In the RealWorld, the Gothic is represented by 
“Spike” Stoker, a self-labelled “Staker” (Affair 86); Spike is the sole agent of  the 
Swindon division of  “SpecOps 17: Vampire and Werewolf  disposal 
operations” (85). Thursday first encounters Spike when she transfers back from 
London to her hometown of  Swindon; he picks her up from the Swindon 
Gravitube station. Thursday discovers that the boot of  Spike’s car “contained 
a lot of  iron stakes, several mallets, a large crucifix and a pick and shovel. 
There was also a musty smell of  mould and the long dead” (Affair 84). Here, 
Fforde overloads the scene with references to the Gothic genre, and the 
reference to Bram Stoker in Spike’s name unmistakably conjures in the 
reader’s mind Dracula, perhaps the most famous novel from this genre. The 
reader recognises that tropes from the Gothic exist in the RealWorld, further 
reinforcing the generic division of  Fforde’s fictional world. 
	 In Chapter 17 of  The Eyre Affair, Thursday responds to a distress call 
from Spike, and rushes to his location. The title of  the chapter is “SpecOps 17: 
Suckers & Biters” (171), and the repetition of  the number 17 in the chapter 
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number and in the number of  this particular SpecOps division creates the 
impression that the two are linked: this chapter in the book is dedicated to 
depicting Thursday’s first encounter with the supernatural forces. Such a 
connection highlights the text’s control over the events of  the narrative. Once 
Thursday is in the vicinity of  the school where Spike is trapped, the language 
of  her narration suddenly shifts, becoming more atmospheric and gloomy to 
reflect the Gothic genre: “The moon passed behind a cloud and blackness 
descended; I felt an oppressive hand fall across my heart” (171). Here, the 
movement of  the moon behind the cloud is not only an image characteristic of  
the horror genre, but also an image of  the shift in genres. 
	 In the school, Thursday meets the janitor Frampton, and lets down her 
guard only after she sees “the metallic gold of  a crucifix around his 
throat” (172), and the competent reader should be able to recognise 
Thursday’s relief  from seeing the crucifix: vampires are afraid of  crucifixes, as 
the Gothic genre dictates. However, Thursday and the reader are misled by 
this red herring; Frampton turns out to be a vampire after all, asking, “Do you 
really suppose that Christianity has a monopoly on people like me?” (175). 
Fforde continues to subvert the Gothic horror genre when Frampton begins to 
reveal his vampire fang. Instead of  a pair of  upper canine fangs common to 
the familiar figure of  the vampire, Frampton sports “an inordinately long 
single front tooth which grew over his bottom lip and gave him a lisp” (175). 
The effect is comic, and at odds with the very sinister mood in which 
Thursday and Spike find themselves. The reader is suspended from the 
fictional world with this very comical depiction of  a vampire who is unaffected 
by the monopoly of  Christianity and sprouts a single fang that gives him a lisp. 
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	 However, Fforde re-immerses the reader into the fictional world when 
he shows that a comical vampire is still just as dangerous as the more common 
variety. Thursday finds herself  about to be bitten by Frampton, but just in the 
nick of  time, Spike kills the vampire, and Fforde confirms Frampton’s identity 
as a vampire through the description of  Frampton’s vanquishing: 
He grew grey, then black, then seemed to slough away like 
burned pages in a book. There was a musty smell of  decay 
[. . .], and soon there was nothing at all except Spike, who was 
still holding the sharpened stake that had so quickly destroyed 
the abomination that had been Frampton. (175) 
This passage, which mirrors more closely the language and imagery of  
vampire literature than Frampton’s appearance has done, may quickly bring 
the reader back into the mood of  the Gothic genre and re-immerse her within 
the scene with this restoration of  generic convention. With the death of  the 
vampire, Fforde then moves into another trope of  the Gothic genre, that of  
romantic and emotional excess. However, instead of  bringing such a scene to 
fruition, he presents it as a misreading of  the fictional world according to 
generic convention. 
	 After being rescued from the point of  certain death by Spike, Thursday 
suddenly develops romantic feelings for her friend and rescuer, in keeping with 
the emotional excess of  the Gothic: 
I hugged him on an impulse. It seemed the right thing to do. 
He returned it gratefully; I didn’t expect that he had touched 
another human for a while. He had a musty smell about him – 
but it wasn’t unpleasant; it was like damp earth after a spring 
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rain shower. He was muscular and at least a foot taller than me, 
and as we stood in each other’s arms I suddenly felt as though I 
wouldn’t really mind if  he made a move on me. Perhaps it was 
the closeness of  the experience that we had just shared; I don’t 
know – I don’t usually act in this manner. I moved my hand up 
his back and on to his neck, but I had misjudged the man and 
the occasion. He slowly let me go and smiled, shaking his head 
softly. The moment had passed. (176) 
Here, the scene suddenly resembles the romantic and sensual conventions that 
are common in the Gothic genre, including the sensory analogy Thursday uses 
to describe Spike’s smell. Thursday herself  also says that she hugs Spike “on 
an impulse,” and that she doesn’t “usually act in this manner.” These are signs 
that Thursday, as an analogue of  the reader, has been caught up in the Gothic 
genre and begins to act as if  she were a character in such a fiction. After Spike 
rejects Thursday’s advances, she realises that she has “misjudged [. . .] the 
occasion.” This phrase suggests the idea that Thursday has misread her 
environment, while Spike, a seasoned agent of  SO-17, is much more capable 
of  dealing with emotional responses he also appears to demonstrate when he 
returns Thursday’s hug “gratefully.” Spike recognises that these emotional 
responses arise from the generic situation that they are in, and is able to 
control his reactions instead of  letting them be controlled by generic 
conventions of  the Gothic. 
	 In this particular example, Fforde exposes how generic conventions 
may be unable to completely account for the full experience of  such 
supernatural creatures in the RealWorld. He seems to show that the reader 
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who is familiar with conventions in a particular genre will bring specific 
expectations when she believes she is reading a text from that genre. However, 
here these expectations are constantly shown to be incorrect, calling into 
question the impulse to carry forward generic expectations in the process of  
reading. 
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3.2 Fiction Island and generic territories in the BookWorld 
	 In S/Z, Barthes makes use of  the geographic metaphor when he refers 
to his five codes as “creat[ing] a kind of  network, a topos through which the 
entire text passes (or rather, in passing, becomes text)” (20). This metaphor 
serves to help us envision the text as an artifact that exists through a movement 
through space. From Lost in a Good Book (Volume Two) to First Among Sequels 
(Volume Five), there is little focus on this movement through space: the 
BookWorld takes on a Great Library model, where Thursday accesses all 
books via a central library, and characters basically teleport from book to book. 
However, in One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing, Fforde integrates the geographic 
metaphor into the BookWorld, when he translates the genre divisions of  the 
RealWorld into regional boundaries in the BookWorld through the latter’s 
Remaking. The first chapter narrates this Remaking of  the BookWorld from 
the Great Library model to a Geographic model, which lays out all books to 
take the form of  islands. As a part of  this newly remade BookWorld, Fiction 
Island is accompanied by a map as the frontispiece of  One of  Our Thursdays Is 
Missing (see Fig. 1). Thursday5 explains that the Remaking of  the BookWorld 
stems from the Council of  Genres’s need for “a clearer overview of  the [sic] 
how the individual novels sat within the BookWorld as a whole” (Missing 6). 
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Fig. 1. Map of  Fiction Island 
She further states that this Geographic model is specifically chosen “[t]aking 
the RealWorld as inspiration” (Missing 6); while the BookWorld borrows its 
model from the RealWorld to help categorise the genres of  fiction, this also 
reveals the genrefication of  the RealWorld as well. This borrowing thus shows 
that the BookWorld resembles the RealWorld not only in its geography, but in 
its generic categorisation as well. Fiction Island can thus be seen as adopting 
the generic division of  the RealWorld through the geography of  the 
RealWorld. The competent reader will be able to look on the map and not 
only identify the genres she is familiar with, but also contemplate how the 
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topographical arrangement of  the map serves to perform the relationships the 
genres have with one another. 
	 Brooks claims that the notion of  plot must be found “in some 
combination of  Barthes’s two irreversible codes—those that must be decoded 
successively, moving in one direction—the proairetic and the hermeneutic” (18), 
and that plot “might best be thought of  as an ‘overcoding’ of  the proairetic by 
the hermeneutic, the latter structuring the discrete elements of  the former into 
larger interpretive wholes, working out their play of  meaning and significance” 
(18). Here we see that in this interplay between the two irreversible codes, it is 
the hermeneutic that governs the act of  interpretation, exerting control over 
the proairetic in order to render the text into a source of  meaning. Brooks also 
identifies the detective story as the purest example of  the hermeneutic code: 
“everything in the story’s structure, and its temporality, depends on the 
resolution of  enigma” (18). Moreover, Brooks also raises Tzvetan Todorov’s 
claim that the detective story is the “narrative of  narratives, its classical 
structure a laying-bare of  the structure of  all narrative in that it dramatizes the 
role of  sjužet and fabula and the nature of  their relation” (25). 
	 Analysing the Sherlock Holmes story “The Musgrave Ritual,” Brooks 
sees its focus on Holmes physically tracing the path of  the criminal as a 
metaphor for the act of  reading itself: “The work of  detection in this story 
makes particularly clear a condition of  all classic detective fiction, that the 
detective repeat, go over again, the ground that has been covered by his 
predecessor, the criminal” (24). The classical structure of  the detective story 
foregrounds the connection between the criminal and narratological 
connotation of  “plot,” where the reader mirrors the detective in seeking to 
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unravel the mysteries of  the text. If  the text provides the reader with a set of  
clues, these clues also produce instructions which the reader can follow to 
uncover the meaning of  the text. Here, Brooks’s reading of  “The Musgrave 
Ritual” in particular also highlights the geographical connotation of  plot, 
revealing that the action of  both the reader and the detective is that of  
movement: a movement within a designated space. Taken in terms of  genre, 
the generic conventions can be seen as clues which the reader uses to reveal 
the mystery of  the text. In the series, Fforde destabilises the conditioned 
associations the reader has with generic conventions, by showing that while 
these conventions still provide clues to the understanding of  the text, they must 
be used in different ways in order to access the fictional world and the meaning 
of  the text. In spite of  this, Fforde makes use of  the detective genre to 
foreground the reader’s quest for immersion and meaning, in turn using this 
genre as frame to create the illusion of  unity and significance in the fictional 
world. 
	 We recall that Brooks’s classification of  the meanings of  “plot” includes 
a geographical category, and I wish to suggest here that in One of  Our Thursdays 
Is Missing, Fforde’s conceptualisation of  the Geographic BookWorld serves to 
connect the geographical connotation of  “plot” to the criminal and 
narratological connotations. Thursday5 narrates this volume, and the main 
narrative is of  her search for the real Thursday, who has gone missing in both 
the BookWorld and the RealWorld. Through Thursday5’s traversal of  Fiction 
Island and her corresponding investigation into Thursday’s disappearance, 
these three connotations of  “plot” emerge, serving to create powerfully a sense 
of  unity in the narrative. This sense of  unity, I suggest, is able to supersede the 
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sense of  confusion and disjointedness that is created by the constant wavering 
of  genres that occurs when Thursday5 enters different regions of  Fiction 
Island in her search for Thursday. 
	 The Remaking of  the BookWorld from Great Library model to 
Geographic model has significant effects on the treatment of  space in the 
BookWorld, as Thursday5 states: “Jumping directly from book to book had 
rapidly become unfashionable, and was looked upon as hopelessly Pulp. But if  
you really wanted to be taken seriously and display a sense of  unhurried 
insouciance, you walked” (Missing 42). The Geographic model of  the 
BookWorld provides a sense of  journey and duration which the Great Library 
model does not, and this enacts the geographical connotation of  plot: 
Thursday5’s investigations into Thursday’s disappearance must take place over 
the space of  Fiction Island, instead of  the instantaneous method of  
bookjumping, which eliminates this consideration of  space. During the process 
of  traversing the generic space of  Fiction Island, Thursday5 enters various 
generic territories, which recalls Thursday’s adventures with operatives from 
different SpecOps divisions in the RealWorld. As with Thursday’s experiences 
with SpecOps, Thursday5’s experiences in these genres also play upon the 
reader’s reliance on generic conventions to navigate the fictional world: 
Thursday5 sometimes discovers the need to follow the path a genre has set out 
for her in order to proceed in the fictional world, at other times she realises 
that it is more advantageous to veer off  the path the genre has set. 
	 As mentioned in my introductory chapter, Thursday5 states that she 
resides “at the speculative end of  Fantasy” (Missing 22); typical conventions of  
the fantasy genre are demonstrated when a new book moves into the 
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neighbourhood. As Thursday5 watches, the book is built using highly 
stereotypical tropes of  fantasy: “The first setting to be completed was a semi-
ruined castle, then a mountain range, then a forest – with each tree, rabbit, 
unicorn and elf  carefully unpacked from the crates” (Missing 32); the book is 
also populated with characters such as a king, wizards and goblins. The 
fictional world of  this novel is thus constructed out of  these fictional entities 
typical of  medieval fantasy, one of  the more commonly recognised branches 
of  fantasy literature. While such a fictional world contrasts strongly with the 
“RealWorld” setting of  the Thursday Next books also in the Fantasy genre, it 
creates an even stronger sense of  generic partitioning than the SpecOps 
divisions in the RealWorld. Each generic domain is given a physical territory, 
and the fictional worlds within these domains are presented as the worlds of  
automatised texts, which thus appear to the reader as distinct and complete 
worlds grouped together by similarity. 
	 Fforde demonstrates that while it is possible for the reader to misread 
the text and be suspended from the fictional world by relying on generic 
conventions and expectations, it may be beneficial at times to follow the text’s 
use of  generic conventions to proceed in the fictional world. Thursday 
misreads her situation with Spike in the RealWorld according to the Gothic 
genre, but in the following scene, it becomes necessary for Thursday5 in the 
BookWorld to perform according to generic convention in order to survive. 
	 After a day of  investigation, Thursday5 travels back to Fantasy in a 
TransGenreTaxi cab, and the driver suggests a shortcut through the Comedy 
genre, which Thursday5 states can be dangerous because “the giggling could 
be painful and sometimes fatal” (Missing 144). When they are in Comedy, 
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however, a collision forces the cab into a mimefield filled with “five hundred or 
so mimes, all dressed uniformly in tight black slacks, a stripy top, white face 
paint and a large hat with a flower stuck in the top” (147). These mimes are 
highly dangerous, however, and will attack when they are “being ignored or 
having their performance interrupted,” so the characters trapped in the cab 
have to “laugh and applaud” to show that they are enthralled by the mimes’ 
performances (148). 
	 This ludicrous but dangerous situation is highly incongruent with the 
genre the characters are in, and the reader is suspended from the fictional 
world when she is unable to decide how to read the scene. The pun on 
“minefield” producing a field filled with mimes creates an absurd fictional 
scenario characteristic of  comedy, but if  the reader is to read the scene as a 
purely comedic one, she risks ignoring the peril these characters are in. The 
driver of  the cab appears to be horrendously murdered when he stops 
pretending to be entertained and attempts to make a run for it: “Within half  a 
minute it was all over, and the cabby’s bloodied clothes were all that remained 
upon the ground” (149). An inability or unwillingness to play along with the 
conventions set by the text here appears to be dangerous, threatening to 
completely annihilate the reader from the fictional world. However, Thursday5 
realises that in order to escape from the mimefield, they must join in the 
performance, turning from audience into performers: she asks her robot butler 
Sprockett to move like a stereotypical robot, and soon “the field was full of  five 
hundred or so mimes, all acting like robots” (151-152), giving the characters an 
opportunity to escape. While the scene does not lose either its humorous or its 
tense qualities, the solution of  performing the conventions to the hilt suggests 
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that the reader has little choice but to use generic conventions in order to 
navigate and thrive in the fictional world. 
	 Navigating the fictional world according to generic convention also 
necessitates that the reader figures out the function of  each entity within the 
fictional world. Thursday5’s trip up the Metaphoric River on board The 
Metaphoric Queen is indicative of  the need to organise fictional worlds according 
to generic conventions. The italicised name of  the ship mirrors the italicised 
titles of  novels, suggesting that the reader envision the ship as a text, and this is 
reinforced through the passenger manifest, which reads like a dramatis personae 
of  a fictional work: 
The other passengers were already on board, and were 
exactly the sort of  people one would expect to see on a journey 
of  this type. There was a missionary, a businessman, a family of  
settlers eager to make a new home for themselves, two ladies of  
negotiable affection and, strangely enough, several odd 
foreigners who wore rumpled linen suits and looked a bit mad. 
“I think someone made a mistake on the manifest,” came a 
voice close at hand. 
I turned to find an adventurer standing next to me. [. . .] 
“A mistake on the manifest?” 
“Three eccentric foreigners on a trip like this, rather than 
the mandatory one.” (Missing 324) 
Thursday5’s statement that the other passengers are “exactly the sort of  people 
one would expect to see on a journey of  this type” suggests that the ship is to 
be taken as a microcosm of  a fictional world, with specific generic conventions 
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governing the presence of  specific characters within this fictional world. The 
manifest reads like a checklist of  “mandatory” characters, such that a journey 
on the Queen is required to fulfil a specific quota. This quota also serves further 
to convey the formula that a generic text uses in order to create a fictional 
world that appears familiar to the reader. While this is the case, the list of  
passengers above does little to suggest the type of  genre the Queen belongs to, 
other than to re-establish the kinds of  characters found in a narrative of  a 
journey across a body of  water. 
	 However, it is only when Thursday5 spots another passenger, “a man 
with his face obscured by a large pair of  dark glasses” (326), that the generic 
nature of  the Queen begins to be called into question. The adventurer Drake 
Foden tells Thursday that this man is the “Mysterious Passenger in Cabin 
Twelve. All sweaty journeys upriver have to carry the full complement of  odd 
characters” (326). Because the Queen is a ship whose location on the map of  
Fiction Island cannot be fixed, the reader is suspended from this fictional world 
because she is told that it is also governed by generic conventions, but is left 
unable to determine what kind of  genre this fictional world belongs to from 
the clues Fforde has provided. The presence of  the “MP-C12” on board the 
Queen is thus a symbol of  the undetermined generic nature of  the fictional 
world of  the ship (326). While Foden states that the MP-C12 is merely one of  
the requisite odd characters in the manifest, this character functions as an 
unknown element. Like the ship, he appears to be unplaceable; his role on 
board the ship is yet to be determined. Fforde creates a connection between 
the identity of  the MP-C12 and the generic identity of  the fictional world, 
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suggesting that the Queen’s genre will only be discovered when the reader 
uncovers the role the MP-C12 has been assigned. 
	 Fforde provides further clues to the generic categorisation of  the Queen 
when the captain tells Thursday5 in a casual manner, “Someone will doubtless 
be murdered, there will be romantic intrigue, and after that we’ll pass a 
deserted village with a lone survivor who will ramble incoherently about 
something that we don’t understand but has relevance later on” (332). The 
Queen’s basic plot is thus laid out, providing a structure for the reader to verify 
as she continues to read. The manifest of  the Queen reveals that passengers on 
the ship have specific roles to play within this fictional world as well: Thursday5 
learns that Foden is the fodder, “[s]omeone for [Thursday5] to get attached to, 
probably sleep with but who then dies on the journey, saving [her] life” (332), 
and the two later squabble over their designated roles. Thursday5 states that 
she cannot be the fodder because she is “the impostor” (340), impersonating 
the real Thursday. This brief  indeterminacy is symptomatic of  the need to 
determine which assigned role each character is supposed to play; the reader’s 
task is to match each character to their corresponding positions within the 
fictional world before she can be appropriately immersed within it. 
	 Fforde further confirms this idea when Thursday5’s discovery of  the 
true identity of  the MP-C12 corresponds with her discovery of  the secret plot 
to blow up the Queen; when the reader is able to correctly identify each 
character’s role in the fictional world, the plot of  the fictional world can thus 
also be uncovered. Briefly, Thursday5 finds out that an “anti-kern” bomb has 
been planted on the ship (354); this bomb “remove[s] the white spaces” 
between letters, causing its victims to “implode into nothing more than an oily 
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puddle of  ink” (354). The bomb is planted in order to scapegoat the genre of  
Racy Novel, so as to cause a war of  the genres. The MP-C12 is in fact the real 
impostor, the stunt double of  a character named Red Herring, who is part of  
the plot and has fled the ship. When Thursday5 reveals this plot to the other 
characters on board, this is also the moment where the generic nature of  the 
Queen is established: a character Barksdale comments, “That explanation [. . .] 
was of  a complexity that would gather plaudits from even the most intractable 
of  political thrillers” (360). The criminal plot is revealed at the same moment 
as the genre of  the Queen, seemingly reaffirming the use of  generic conventions 
to uncover the meaning of  the text, but Fforde here also shows the amount of  
indeterminacy that the reader experiences before this discovery is made. 
	 If  it appears that Fforde repeatedly confirms the reliance on generic 
conventions in the hermeneutic search for meaning in One of  Our Thursdays Is 
Missing, Thursday5’s final choices in the search for Thursday subvert this 
impression. Throughout the novel, Thursday5 constantly experiences doubt as 
to whether she may be the real Thursday suffering an illusion. Near the end, 
however, she realises that these doubts are distress signals sent from Thursday: 
“The whole ‘Am I really Thursday?’ stuff  I had been labouring through over 
the past few days had all the hallmarks of  a Psycho Thriller plot device” (371). 
In fact, this is a sleight of  hand by Fforde, who cunningly neglects to include 
the genre of  Psychological Thriller on the map, because of  the obscurity that 
governs its fictional world: “a sense of  ambiguity blurred the edges of  the small 
genre, and with good reason. Psychological was another ‘rogue genre’ where 
nothing could be taken at face value, trusted or even believed – a genre whose 
very raison d’être was to confuse and obfuscate” (371). The reader who may have 
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referred to the map of  Fiction Island will have read it as an accurate 
description of  the BookWorld, believing that the information Fforde provides 
there will include the clues to the mystery of  the novel. Since genre is 
envisioned as a map which helps the reader navigate the fictional world, the 
converse also appears to be true in the case of  One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing: 
the reader relies on the map to help her construct the BookWorld. This 
construction will necessarily exclude Psychological Thriller as a component of  
the fictional world, since it is not included on the map itself. The reader is 
suspended from the fictional world by Fforde’s trick so near the end of  the 
novel, destabilising the comfortable assumption that she can adequately 
construct the fictional world based on the provided clues from the text. 
	 Fforde reveals that while the reader is encouraged to recognise generic 
conventions when they appear in the fictional world, she is not always required 
to rely on these conventions as the only means of  navigating the text. In 
Psychological Thriller, Thursday5 enters “The Wilfred D. Akron home for the 
criminally insane” (374), but states that this does not disconcert her: “this was 
Psychological Thriller, and Secure Hospitals for the Criminally Insane were 
pretty much ten a penny, and rarely secure” (374). While Thursday5 
experiences danger in the over-saturation of  mimes in the Comedy genre, here 
she displays a casual acceptance of  the numerous asylums which proliferate 
the Psychological Thriller genre. Entering the home, Thursday5 is greeted with 
characters she has met throughout the novel, who tell her that she is indeed 
Thursday. However, Thursday5’s journey across the various genres of  Fiction 
Island has given her the ability not only to recognise generic conventions, but 
also to know when to flout these conventions: “Two days ago, I might have 
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believed her” (375); “don’t give me any of  your Psychological Thriller bullshit” 
(375). Thursday5 is able to recognise that under the frame of  the psychological 
thriller, these characters are not who they claim to be, and that she is not 
actually Thursday; through this, she ultimately succeeds in solving the mystery 
of  Thursday’s disappearance, in the process also becoming a seasoned reader. 
Through this final subversion of  generic conventions, Fforde suspends the 
reader from the fictional world, creating the impression that while Thursday5 
obeys generic conventions in the novel, the conventions do not always provide 
the right way to navigate the fictional world. 
	 In its play on genre and generic domains, One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing 
further combines many of  Brooks’s connotations of  “plot”: Fiction Island 
functions as a physical space upon which Thursday5 travels to uncover the 
mystery of  Thursday’s disappearance, and her investigations form the 
narrative of  the novel. While the shift from genre to genre is disconcerting and 
suspends the confused reader from the fictional world, the map of  Fiction 
Island works to relocate her within the fictional world. Through her journey 
following Thursday5 across the various genres of  the BookWorld, the reader is 
encouraged to read each genre and its conventions as a set of  clues; these may 
help her uncover the text and construct a coherent fictional world, or they may 
simply be red herrings, designed to confuse and obstruct her attempts at 
building the fictional world. 
!
	 In creating the Geographic model of  the BookWorld, Fforde also deals 
with the idea that in covering the same ground repeatedly, generic formulas 
become staid and produce no new meaning: 
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The completely formulaic text would be uninterpretable for the 
competent reader because she would know precisely the generic 
conventions that constitute the text; she would already know 
what the formulaic text desires to communicate. Texts that 
formed a genre like this would simply repeat the same story; the 
texts would possess no new information for the competent 
reader. (Kent 21) 
Reading this through the geographical connotation of  plot, we can argue that 
because the reader already knows “the generic conventions that constitute the 
text,” she already knows the directions the text is steering her in within the 
fictional world. The route the reader takes within the formulaic text is merely a 
route she has taken before, because the formulaic text merely covers the same 
space that has been covered before by other texts in the same genre. In “simply 
repeat[ing] the same story,” formulaic texts merely lead the reader on the same 
route over and over again. These texts thus create “well-trodden grounds,” 
which do not yield any new information for the competent reader, leading to 
the crisis of  literature in which John Barth coins the term “the literature of  
exhaustion.” According to Barth, literature of  exhaustion turns in on itself  to 
engender new forms of  literature by returning to and repeating texts that have 
come before. 
	 In Fforde, this act of  turning in upon the text itself  is narrativised 
through the Thursday Next novels: both the RealWorld and the BookWorld set 
up generic domains through the use of  generic conventions, which are 
subverted and parodied to point out the reader’s reliance upon these 
conventions to navigate the fictional world of  the text. The exhaustion of  
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generic fiction is also transfigured as a geographical exhaustion of  the natural 
resource of  Metaphor in the BookWorld, and Fforde connects this image with 
the detective narrative in order to reveal that while narrative conventions may 
be subverted to expose their exhaustion, the act of  reading is always a search 
for meaning from the text. 
	 It is through Fforde’s integration of  various genres within a larger 
fictional world that he engenders a new experience of  the fictional world. By 
creating generic domains within the fictional world, Fforde establishes 
connections and relations between genres, focusing on the movement within 
this larger fictional world instead. Running through Fiction Island is the 
Metaphoric River, known to all in the BookWorld as a primary source of  
Metaphor, but the reasons behind this are unknown: 
The puzzle, therefore, was how the river replenished itself. It 
had long been known that the river flowed up into the Dismal 
Woods a tired and stagnant backwater and emerged 
reinvigorated and fizzing with a heady broth of  creative 
alternatives four hundred miles to the west. Quite what 
mechanism existed to make this happen was a matter of  some 
conjecture. (Missing 325) 
The Metaphoric River moves according to its own whims, and brings with it 
new imagery and themes to whatever genre it ends up in. Here, while 
Thursday5 appears to be unaware of  it, she has provided an explanation for 
the river’s reinvigoration: “the river flowed up into the Dismal Woods a tired 
and stagnant backwater and emerged reinvigorated and fizzing with a heady 
broth of  creative alternatives four hundred miles to the west.” I suggest that 
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the replenishment of  the river does not come from any particular area in 
Fiction Island, but instead comes precisely from the movement of  the river 
itself  around the island. This corresponds with the movement of  Thursday5 
and the reader in One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing: they traverse the various 
genres of  Fiction Island, establishing a new experience of  the fictional world 
that reinvigorates the hermeneutic act of  reading. 
	 In her search for Thursday, Thursday5 is given a clue: “the 
circumstances of  your confusion will be your path to enlightenment” (Missing 
319). This clue is that which allows Thursday5 to realise that Thursday is 
hiding in the Psychological Thriller, but here it is also applicable to the reader 
who reads Fforde’s novels as well. Both the mixture and the subversion of  
genres in the Thursday Next series can be interpreted as the circumstances of  
the reader’s confusion, but they also provide the path to the reader’s 
enlightenment. The reader realises that following in Thursday5’s footsteps, she 
has to allow herself  to experience confusion within different fictional genres of  
Fiction Island before she can finally come to the fulfilment of  the text. Brooks 
makes use of  psychoanalysis to interpret plot as “a kind of  divergence or 
deviance” between the beginning and the end : “the Aristotelian ‘middle’—is 
maintained in a state of  tension, as a prolonged deviance from the quiescence 
of  the ‘normal’—which is to say, the unnarratable—until it reaches the 
terminal quiescence of  the end” (103). Accordingly, the wanderings in and out 
of  various genres in the Thursday Next novels create confusion, which performs 
this tension and deviance before the novels finally reach their conclusion with 
the fulfilment of  the detective genre frame.  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4. REFLECTING THE ACTUAL WORLD: 
WORLD AS MIRROR 
!
	 In the previous chapter, I examined Fforde’s subversions of  genre and 
how he subsequently provides a map which assists the reader in navigating his 
fictional world. I move on to this next chapter by focusing my attentions on 
one particular genre that is experienced differently by the reader: the genre of  
realism. As Félix Martínez-Bonati states, the different experience of  the 
realistic genre does not mean that it is a more important genre than the others, 
but simply that it most closely resembles the way in which we access the actual 
world: “it remains undeniable that events in any given literary fiction 
noticeably obey one or more systems of  possibility, probability, and necessity, 
and that some of  these systems ostensibly differ from real-life assumptions 
while others seem to conform to them” (“Towards a Formal Ontology” 185). 
While realism and verisimilitude are not goals of  fiction, it is still true that 
readers construct the fictional world through a comparison with the actual 
world. This is simply because the actual world functions as a point of  reference 
which is invoked in any act of  reading, being the world in which the reader 
originates. Fforde relies on this fact, building his RealWorld by creating links to 
the actual world. 
	 Iser argues that in the act of  reading and accessing fictional worlds, the 
reader begins in a state of  uncertainty. This uncertainty is due to the fact that 
in contrast to ordinary speech acts, the literary text has no 
concrete situation to refer to. Indeed, it is this very lack of  an 
existing situation that brings about two ranges of  
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indeterminacy: (1) between text and reader, (2) between text 
and reality. The reader is compelled to reduce the 
indeterminacies, and so to build a situational frame to 
encompass himself  and the text. (66) 
It is because of  the indeterminacy that accompanies the reading of  a text that 
the reader requires this situational frame that is able to incorporate herself  
with the text. In the Thursday Next series, Fforde begins constructing the 
RealWorld through a comparison with the actual world,  which he states is 2
true for all his fantasy works: “When I approach my fantasy writing, I tend to 
take our reality and then simply exaggerate. A sense of  familiarity gives 
readers a smoother transition to the warped reality I am attempting to depict – 
an anchor, if  you will, from which I can then springboard the reader into new 
and exciting realms” (“Post-Satire World”). This invokes Marie-Laure Ryan’s 
principle of  minimal departure, which “states that we reconstrue the world of  
a fiction and of  a counterfactual as being the closest possible to the reality we 
know. This means we will project upon the world of  the statement everything 
we know about the real world, and that we will make only those adjustments 
which we cannot avoid” (“Principle of  Minimal Departure” 406). 
	 For the reader encountering Fforde’s fictional world, the actual world is 
invoked as a point of  comparison, such that the world is constructed based on 
its similarities and differences with the actual world. However, in invoking the 
actual world as a basis for the reader’s construction of  his fictional world, 
Fforde creates significant links between the two, even appearing to merge the 
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 While I have been using the term “RealWorld” to apply to Thursday’s world, it may be 2
significant to note that this term does not appear in The Eyre Affair. The term only appears in 
One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing, which is narrated by Thursday5, the fictional version of  
Thursday. Another term used to refer to the RealWorld is the “Outland.”
fictional world with the actual: Margerete Rubik observes that “[i]n the 
alternative world of  The Eyre Affair history has taken a course dissimilar from 
our own: however, interventions in the course of  historical events always result 
in bringing the text world closer to our version of  reality” (“Frames and 
Framings” 347). I suggest here that this convergence between the actual world 
and the fictional world is Fforde’s performance of  the reader’s desire for the 
illusion of  unity in the fictional world. Since the construction of  the fictional 
world is based upon the actual world, Fforde presents points of  divergence 
between the two worlds as ruptures in the fictional world. The depiction of  
these ruptures creates the impression that in order to restore the illusion of  
unity, the fictional world must merge with the actual world. Of  course, the two 
worlds never merge fully, but the points where they converge create an 
“ontological flicker” (McHale 148), where the contradictions in both worlds 
are forced together. 
	 This flicker suspends the reader from the fictional world by creating 
even more ruptures; the ruptures here are of  the realist impulse. While the 
reader is aware that the RealWorld is a fictional world and is unlikely to take it 
as a realist representation of  the actual world, it is due to Fforde’s mirroring 
effect that creates an inclination towards reading the novels in the realist mode. 
Read in this way, the fictional world fails as a realist representation of  the 
actual world, and its contradictions of  the actual world are taken as ruptures in 
its construction. Because Fforde implicates the actual world in the creation of  
these ruptures, the reader experiences suspension not only from the fictional 
world, but from the actual world as well. 
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	 Fforde also suggests that fiction is a mirror that imposes unity and 
order on the messiness of  reality, but reveals through the principle of  narrative 
economy that the wholeness the reader seeks in fiction is brought about 
through a process of  editing and exclusion. Because it only keeps what is 
relevant to the narrative, the wholeness of  fiction is facilitated by the presence 
of  gaps. Fforde reveals that the reader’s immersion in a fictional world, while 
seeming to require unity and wholeness, is actually predicated upon gaps and 
ruptures. 
!
4.1 Mirror distorts reality 
	 In this section, I explore the shifts and changes to the RealWorld such 
that its composition appears to be moving closer to that of  the actual world. In 
this convergence, however, the similarities cause a greater ontological flicker, 
which threatens to suspend the reader not only from the fictional world, but 
from the actual world as well. I suggest that Fforde performs the reader’s desire 
for the illusion of  unity in the fictional world through a flawed merging of  the 
RealWorld and the actual world. He maps the reader’s desire for unity onto a 
convergence between the two worlds, such that the reader begins to anticipate 
and perhaps even desire this convergence in the novels. However, when the 
two worlds converge, their contradictions and dissimilarities manifest 
themselves, creating an ontological flicker that destabilises both the RealWorld 
and the actual world. The reader’s desire is revealed as the force behind the 
artificial unity, creating ruptures in the quest for wholeness. 
	 As demonstrated in The Eyre Affair, the series’s versions of  literary 
classics are initially different from the versions the reader is familiar with in the 
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actual world, but through Thursday’s adventures these alternate versions come 
to resemble the actual-world versions. As with the ontological flicker affecting 
the reader’s immersion in the actual world, the literary classics’ possibility for 
change and alterations destabilises the reader’s familiarity with these texts and 
their stability. 
	 This is also the case with the fictitious versions of  the Thursday Next 
books within the RealWorld, where the adventures have been heavily revised 
to influence book sales. Thursday5 later claims that she wishes to present 
Thursday’s adventures as truthfully as possible, and the reader is led to believe 
that the actual-world version of  the series reflects this attempt for authenticity. 
However, this authenticity is compromised when Thursday5 herself  is shown to 
revise and edit the text away from the supposedly true version of  events. The 
reader is suspended from the fictional world as she realises that the novels 
themselves, even with a claim of  authenticity, are already inaccurate, and that 
she can only rely on what the text provides to access this fictional world. 
	 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Thursday Next series opens by 
introducing the branch of  science fiction known as time travel fiction. Here, 
this invocation of  time travel fiction serves the purpose of  helping the reader 
construct the world based upon her knowledge of  the actual world through the 
use of  alternate history, which is one of  time travel’s tropes. Fforde 
immediately establishes the RealWorld as one which is linked closely to the 
actual world, as shown from the exchange between Thursday and her father 
Colonel Next. Upon appearing on the scene, Colonel Next proceeds to ask 
Thursday a question about the Duke of  Wellington, which spirals into a 
discussion on English history in the RealWorld: 
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“Do you know how the Duke of  Wellington died?” 
“Sure,” I answered. “He was shot by a French sniper during 
the opening stages of  the Battle of  Waterloo. [. . .]” 
“Nelson and Wellington, two great English national heroes 
both being shot early on during their most important and 
decisive battles.” 
“What are you suggesting?” 
“That French revisionists might be involved.” (Affair 4-5) 
The conversation between Thursday and her father shows how Fforde intends 
the reader to construct the RealWorld: the reader is expected to compare the 
historical timeline of  the actual world to the one presented here. However, 
where there are instances of  convergence, there are also instances of  
divergence, both of  which serve to suspend the reader from the fictional world 
as she struggles to decide whether or not the RealWorld can be taken as a 
surrogate for the actual world. 
	 It is significant that Colonel Next’s questions also set up a “correct” 
version of  the historical timeline. His qualms about the Duke of  Wellington’s 
death at the beginning of  Waterloo creates the impression that this death is 
anomalous in the RealWorld. This is also anomalous in the history of  the 
actual world, wherein the Duke died many years after Waterloo. With the 
knowledge that these are changes brought about by revisionists, the reader is 
likely to understand these differences as anomalies in the RealWorld as much 
as they would be in the actual world, and this may serve to create a sense of  
convergence: if  Colonel Next is able to correct these anomalies, the RealWorld 
may indeed become a more accurate depiction of  the actual world. 
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	 However, Fforde subverts this possibility of  convergence between the 
RealWorld and the actual world when he suggests that existing points of  
convergence between the two worlds are in fact anomalous. The death of  Lord 
Nelson at the beginning of  Trafalgar, which is established in this scene as well 
as in actual-world history, is questioned as another such example of  
revisionism. The effect of  this is to destabilise the reader’s assumption that 
Colonel Next’s interference will bring the RealWorld closer to the actual world, 
and the reader still remains relatively unsure as to how to construct the 
fictional world based on the knowledge of  the RealWorld’s historical timeline. 
	 In spite of  this uncertainty that Fforde creates to initiate the reader into 
his fictional world, he portrays the RealWorld through a whole series of  
divergences from the actual world which are then altered to more closely 
resemble the actual world. Rubik claims that this is done “to make things 
easier for the readers” by “eliminating some of  the anomalies in historical 
development which the text world features from the reader’s 
perspective” (“Navigating” 188). This may certainly be true, but I suggest that 
while the elimination of  historical anomalies can bring the RealWorld closer to 
the actual world, this creates a more destabilising effect upon the reader. This 
convergence suggests that like that of  the RealWorld, the historical timeline of  
the actual world has not always been fixed and is always subject to “revision” 
of  the sort that Fforde presents in his novels. The reader experiences an 
ontological flicker which not only suspends her from the fictional world, but 
may also suspend her from the actual world as well, when she comes to realise 
the contingent nature of  the actual world. 
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	 This problematic convergence between the actual world and the 
RealWorld appears at the end of  The Eyre Affair, when Colonel Next appears, 
revealing to the reader that he has effected a change in the RealWorld’s 
historical timeline that merges it with the actual world’s history. Mirroring the 
opening chapter of  the novel, Colonel Next asks Thursday: 
“[H]ow did the Duke of  Wellington die?” 
I remembered he had asked me this once before. 
“As I said, Dad, he died in his bed in 1852.” 
Father smiled and rubbed his hands. 
“That’s excellent news indeed! How about Nelson?” 
“Shot by a French sniper at Trafalgar.” 
“Really? Well, some you win.” (369) 
The near identical sequence of  this exchange to the opening chapter is 
highlighted by Thursday noting that her father has asked the same question 
before. However, without Thursday’s awareness of  it, the answer has changed. 
The reader is suspended from the fictional world when Thursday gives a 
different answer from the one that she has given in the opening chapter, but 
appends it with “As I said,” suggesting that the historical timeline has already 
changed imperceptibly during the course of  the novel, without either 
Thursday’s or the reader’s knowledge of  this change. Moreover, the change 
effected is one that merges with the actual world where the Duke of  
Wellington did die in his bed in 1852. This creates the impression of  
convergence between the RealWorld and the actual world, and the reader may 
come to expect that other details in the RealWorld may be revised subtly to 
more closely reflect the actual world. 
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	 While the change in the detail of  the Duke’s death seems to merge the 
RealWorld with the actual world, this convergence is almost immediately 
threatened. Colonel Next asks about Lord Nelson next, and Thursday gives 
the same answer as she does in the beginning of  The Eyre Affair, an answer 
which matches actual world history. In spite of  this, the fact that Colonel Next 
has been able to effect a “behind-the-scenes” act of  historical revision with the 
Duke of  Wellington’s death suggests that the same may occur for the death of  
Lord Nelson as well. Because it is possible to shift the historical timeline of  the 
RealWorld in such subtle ways, it would not be beyond reason to posit a future 
changed RealWorld where Lord Nelson dies after instead of  during the battle 
of  Trafalgar. 
	 In fact, this historical anomaly recurs as a subplot in the later novels: in 
Something Rotten, Colonel Next discovers that it is not the French revisionists 
who are wreaking havoc on the timeline. Instead, it is Lord Nelson himself  
who is manipulating the timeline so that he can die in the battle of  Trafalgar. 
Thursday accompanies Colonel Next to the battle and they succeed in 
preventing Lord Nelson from getting shot, but near the end of  this volume, 
Colonel Next says that “Nelson’s up to his old tricks” (384), suggesting that 
Lord Nelson is trying to bring about his death at the beginning of  Trafalgar 
again. This creates a curious effect of  convergence and divergence, and the 
RealWorld separates itself  from the actual world, only to move closer again. 
The reader is made aware that the RealWorld is constantly shifting in its 
composition, and this causes constant flickers between the RealWorld and the 
actual world. 
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	 Moreover, the RealWorld features points of  divergence from the actual 
world which are not even presented as historical anomalies for time travellers 
like Colonel Next to rectify. Immediately after Colonel Next leaves Thursday 
at the opening of  The Eyre Affair, her thoughts turn to the Crimean War, which 
is still ongoing in the RealWorld in 1985, while the Crimean War ended in the 
actual world in 1856. This fact is presented to the reader through the frame of  
a news report, during which the newsreader announces, “This is the midday 
news on Monday, 6th May 1985. [. . .] As the Crimean War enters its one 
hundred and thirty-first year, pressure groups both at home and abroad are 
pushing for a peaceful end to hostilities” (6-7). While the date and time of  this 
scene are provided, assisting the reader in locating the fictional world in time, 
they are accompanied by a piece of  information that does not correspond to 
the same date in the actual world. Fforde provides the date and the duration of  
the RealWorld’s Crimean War so as to invite the reader to test the veracity of  
this fact in the actual world. 
	 Throughout The Eyre Affair, the Crimean War is presented as a 
significant issue: as a Crimean war veteran, Thursday engages with voices both 
for and against the continuation of  the war. Goliath is also shown be working 
on a plasma rifle to be used against the Russian forces. The importance of  the 
war as a subplot in the novel presents it as a divergence from the actual world, 
but one that is not seen as a historical anomaly. Colonel Next does not 
question its accuracy in the historical timeline, which may even suggest that 
the war’s continuation in 1985 is part of  the standard historical timeline, and 
that its conclusion in 1856 in the actual world may even be a historical 
anomaly instead. Having just encountered the discussion on historical 
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anomalies and revisionism, the reader is encouraged to frame the Crimean 
War within this discussion, but Fforde deliberately sets this up in order to 
suspend the reader from such a conceptualisation of  the fictional world. 
	 At the end of  The Eyre Affair, Thursday’s actions bring about the end of  
the Crimean war in the RealWorld, nearly 130 years after it ended in actual-
world history. Here, the two worlds do not completely merge; after all, 
Thursday’s influence on the Crimean war does not revise history to 
retroactively end the war in 1856. While both worlds are now shown to move 
closer to each other in the common absence of  a British military involvement 
in Crimea, this merely demonstrates the worlds’ newfound proximity, instead 
of  their convergence. Here, Fforde shows that since Thursday is not a time 
traveller like her father, her actions in the RealWorld can only bring about 
approximations of  actual-world history. However, it is within the fictional 
worlds of  literary texts that Thursday can enact convergences between the 
RealWorld and the actual world. As with Colonel Next’s changes to the 
historical timeline, the convergences in these literary texts create the effect of  
dissonance instead of  unity. 
	 Fforde’s subversions of  familiar literary texts such as Jane Eyre in the 
series necessarily invoke the actual-world versions of  these texts, which 
function as points of  reference for the reader as she accesses the RealWorld 
versions. This function as points of  reference connects the actual-world literary 
texts to the actual world, since we have seen that the reader also bases her 
construction of  the RealWorld upon her knowledge of  the actual world. With 
these literary texts, Fforde also invokes the principle of  minimal departure: the 
reader expects that Jane Eyre in the RealWorld will be identical with Jane Eyre in 
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the actual world, taking Fforde’s use of  the title to function as shorthand for 
the plot of  the novel. Through the twist he gives to Jane Eyre’s plot, Fforde 
implies a kind of  leaning towards the actual world, whether merely as a 
preference or as a crutch, that the reader brings in her reading of  any literary 
text. Suspending the reader from the fictional world of  a text such as Jane Eyre 
would also be tantamount to suspending her from the actual world, since her 
knowledge of  Jane Eyre’s fictional world has been accessed through the actual 
world. 
	 Fforde demonstrates the differences between the RealWorld version 
and actual-world version of  Jane Eyre through a scene where Thursday and her 
colleague Bowden Cable discuss the plot of  the classic. Conveniently, Bowden 
has not read it, allowing Fforde to provide a synopsis of  the RealWorld version 
of  the novel. The synopsis follows the plot of  the actual-world Jane Eyre very 
closely until it approaches the end: 
“The brother, St John Rivers, decides to go to India as a 
missionary and wants Jane to marry him and serve the Church. 
Jane is quite happy to serve him, but not to marry him. She 
believes that marriage is a union of  love and mutual respect, 
not something that should be a duty. There is a long battle of  
wills and finally she agrees to go with him to India as his 
assistant. It is in India, with Jane building a new life, that the 
book ends.” 
“And that’s it?” asked Bowden in surprise. (Affair 270) 
The reader is likely to express the same sentiments as Bowden, but while 
Bowden represents the perpective of  a RealWorld reader who feels that the 
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ending is anti-climactic, the reader experiences this RealWorld ending as a 
gap: she expects Thursday to continue, filling in the actual-world ending of  
Jane returning to a burnt down Thornfield Hall and marrying Rochester. This 
gap makes itself  felt through the characters’ repeated lamentations of  the 
unsatisfactory ending throughout The Eyre Affair. 
	 The above change to the narrative of  Jane Eyre is minor, however, 
compared to the one Thursday will execute when she next enters the novel. 
Ironically, the reader will already know this change, since Fforde repeatedly 
draws attention to the unsatisfactory ending of  the RealWorld version. The 
voice Jane hears at the window is not Rochester’s, but Thursday’s; 
nevertheless, this has the effect of  bringing about the ending that the reader is 
familiar with in the actual world: Jane returns to Thornfield Hall, finds out 
that Bertha Mason has died, and marries Rochester after all. While the ending 
in the RealWorld is now the same as in the actual world, this convergence 
serves to create a flicker in the actual-world version of  Jane Eyre. 
	 Erica Hateley criticises Fforde for reinforcing the problematic ending 
of  Jane Eyre where Jane marries Rochester in the name of  romantic love, 
confirming the patriarchy that the original suggests. However, the shift from a 
different ending to the one in the actual world does not confirm the actual-
world ending, but serves to destabilise the reader’s comfortable acceptance of  
it. Rubik argues that while the reader already knows that Thursday will effect 
the changes in Jane Eyre so that it will end in the same way as it does in the 
actual world, 
The joke consists in repairing the Jane Eyre frame, but using 
different, trivialising scripts to get there, especially in those 
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scenes which have a strong flavour of  Gothic melodrama: a 
voice imitation instead of  a telepathic summons; a 20th century 
interloper, not elf-like Jane Eyre, causing the riding accident; 
Rochester maimed in his pursuit of  the mass-murderer 
[Acheron Hades], not in a heroic attempt to rescue his mad 
wife. (“Navigating” 193) 
Moreover, when Thursday enters Jane Eyre, she discovers Mrs Nakajima 
bringing a Japanese tourist around the fictional world of  the novel; Rochester 
is even in on the tourism business, telling Thursday that “Country houses are 
not cheap to run” (Affair 331). The tourists avoid detection in much the same 
way that Thursday does, only visiting specific fictional locations in the novel 
when Jane and the narrative are elsewhere. While the ending of  the novel has 
indeed changed to resemble the ending of  the actual-world Jane Eyre, the 
changes to the internal appearance of  the fictional world call the whole 
integrity of  the classic into question. Rubik argues that “[s]uch incongruent 
ingredients in a well-known literary frame [. . .] profoundly unsettle our 
emotional engagement with the canonical characters and rupture the sanctity 
of  the venerable text” (“Navigating” 194). The reader is suspended from her 
engagement with Jane Eyre when she discovers this completely different 
depiction of  the classic’s fictional world. Even though the text becomes the 
same as it appears in the actual world, the fictional world of  the RealWorld 
Jane Eyre is entirely different from its actual-world counterpart. Claiming that 
these two versions of  the text are the same creates a significant degree of  
dissonance as the reader struggles to close the gap between the two highly 
contradictory worlds. The reader’s desire for unity thus suspends her from not 
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only the RealWorld and the actual world, but the fictional world of  Jane Eyre as 
well. 
	 Fforde’s subversions of  literary classics do not end at Jane Eyre; even 
Miss Havisham’s final speech in Great Expectations is attributed to Thursday 
instead of  Dickens. However, it is when Fforde subverts even the Thursday Next 
books, creating a mise en abyme of  the RealWorld, that the reader experiences a 
more complex form of  suspension from the fictional world. In First Among 
Sequels, set sixteen years after its predecessor Something Rotten, the Thursday Next 
books have been published in the RealWorld as well, but they are significantly 
different from their actual-world counterparts. The reader experiences a 
suspension from the RealWorld, but at the same time she is also suspended 
from the actual world, the location of  her access to the Thursday Next novels. 
	 In the opening chapter to First Among Sequels, Thursday claims that the 
novels are “factually dubious” (6); this is supported by the fact that her 
husband Landen does not appear in the RealWorld version of  the novels 
except the fifth volume, The Great Samuel Pepys Fiasco, which does not exist in 
the actual world. This is no small difference, because the plots of  the first four 
novels revolve quite significantly around Landen. There are other points of  
divergence between the RealWorld and actual-world versions of  the Thursday 
Next series, and they suspend the reader from her construction of  the 
RealWorld. This is because her access to the RealWorld is based solely upon 
what she has read in the series, and First Among Sequels suggests the possibility 
that what has been presented in the novels may actually be “factually 
dubious.” Such a possibility would call the entire fictional world of  the series 
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into question, since the reader is forced to rely on what the text tells her is true 
about the fictional world. 
	 Thursday’s statements about the truth of  the RealWorld create a 
paradoxical response in the reader: while the reader realises that her 
construction of  the RealWorld may be faulty, her only means of  verifying the 
truth of  the RealWorld is to rely on the text, which is itself  the basis of  her 
faulty construction. The text thus provides the dual functions of  verifying and 
destabilising the truth of  the RealWorld, and the reader must read on, risking 
further ruptures in order to repair the fictional world. At times, the dual 
functions of  verification and destabilisation even occur simultaneously. 
	 One such example of  simultaneous verification and destabilisation is in 
the figure of  Jack Schitt, one of  Thursday’s primary nemeses from the 
RealWorld. The description of  Jack Schitt when Thursday first meets him is 
clearly a caricature: 
He wore a small porkpie hat balanced on top of  a rounded 
head that had been crew-cut like a tennis ball. His features were 
sharp, his lips thin, and he was not what you’d call an 
attractive-looking human being. He sported heavy gold 
jewellery and a diamond tiepin that twinkled like a star. His 
patent-leather brogues were covered in white spats and a gold 
watch chain dangled from his waistcoat pocket. (Affair 72) 
Schitt is also accompanied by a bodyguard in a suit, and has “a large gold 
tooth” when he smiles (72). This description of  the character appears to have 
been lifted directly from the Italian gangster genre. Moreover, Jack Schitt is 
joined later in the series by his half-brother Brik Schitt-Hawse and his wife 
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Anne Wirthlass-Schitt; these names which are clearly derogatory and cheap 
puns are accepted as their real names, fitting in with a world where names like 
Paige Turner and Bowden Cable do not raise any particular interest. Because 
odd names like such as these appear to be logical and acceptable within 
Fforde’s construction of  the RealWorld, the reader has no reason to doubt that 
Jack Schitt is the character’s real name in the world of  the novel. 
	 However, Fforde’s self-reflexive turn towards the Thursday Next novels 
that exist within the RealWorld begins to destabilise such comfortable 
assumptions for the reader. In One of  Our Thursdays is Missing, Thursday5 seeks 
information about a scrapped book written by a man named Adrian Dorset. A 
self-published book, The Murders on the Hareng Rouge is stated to be a “[s]emi-
autobiographical [. . .] story of  a man coming to terms with the death of  his 
wife” (Missing 141), which appears to be an emotionally serious novel. 
Thursday5 is however surprised to learn that Adrian Dorset is in fact Jack 
Schitt’s actual name in the RealWorld; he wrote The Murders on the Hareng Rouge 
after the death of  his wife Anne in the events of  First Among Sequels. Along with 
Thursday5, the reader realises that Jack Schitt is merely a fictitious name 
created to protect the identity of  Goliath employees; even the written version 
of  Jack Schitt “[d]idn’t even know that Jack wasn’t his real name” (268). The 
sympathetic Adrian Dorset is portrayed almost completely opposite to the 
highly mercenary Jack Schitt of  the previous novels, and the reader 
experiences a flicker of  doubt which suspends her from the RealWorld in this 
moment. The reader realises that her construction of  this RealWorld character 
is so utterly faulty that she only learns his real name in the sixth volume of  the 
series. The surprise surrounding this revelation suggests to the reader that the 
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previous novels have not presented the events and characters exactly as they 
appeared within the RealWorld. 
	 In fact, before Thursday5 discovers Schitt/Dorset’s identity, he is only 
seen as a supporting character, a lackey working for Flanker; the only 
description that might give a hint as to his true identity is the description of  
him as “a small man with a rounded face and a crew cut like a tennis 
ball” (Missing 237), which matches the description given by Thursday in The 
Eyre Affair. However, this description may not even be accurate to Adrian 
Dorset, as Thursday5 states that Goliath “had always insisted no actual names 
could be used, nor realistic descriptions” (Missing 240). Since “realistic 
descriptions” of  Goliath figures have also been banned from the RealWorld 
versions of  the books, this means that the highly stereotypical description of  
Schitt presented in The Eyre Affair may even possibly be a work of  artistic 
license, designed to play up Schitt’s villainy. If  this is the case, then even 
though Thursday5’s description of  Dorset matches Thursday’s initial 
description of  Schitt, this caricaturistic description may in fact function as a 
code which serves to conceal the “true” description of  Dorset while at the 
same time verifying that Dorset and Schitt are one and the same. The reader 
realises that she is unable to truly access the fictional world of  the novels, but 
this may ironically intensify her desire for immersion within the fictional world, 
which she attempts to achieve by persevering with the text. With the 
introduction of  the RealWorld version of  the Thursday Next books, Fforde 
heightens the reader’s uncertainty surrounding the construction of  the 
RealWorld, and the reader is constantly forced to verify the fictional world 
whenever details contradictory to previously established objects arise. 
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	 In the case of  Jack Schitt/Adrian Dorset, Fforde invokes a strange form 
of  transworld identity. McHale states that “[t]ransworld identity between real-
world persons and fictional characters depends upon identity of  proper 
names” (206); invoking transworld identity within the fictional world requires 
the name of  the actual-world person in order for the reader to recognise that 
an actual-world figure has been written into the fictional world. This is the case 
with Lord Nelson, the Duke of  Wellington, and even fictional characters such 
as Jane Eyre and Miss Havisham. The reader’s knowledge of  these figures 
comes from the actual world, which is what allows her to recognise the use of  
transworld identity. However, Jack Schitt functions as a modified use of  
transworld identity within the RealWorld, and the reader does not have the 
RealWorld knowledge to recognise that Jack Schitt is code for Adrian Dorset. 
	 Ironically, after the events of  Missing have been published in the 
RealWorld, Adrian Dorset’s identity as Jack Schitt in the RealWorld version of  
the Thursday Next books has been made public, negating the original intention 
of  protecting his identity: 
“Well, well,” I said, “do I call you Jack Schitt or Adrian 
Dorset?” 
“Either,” he replied, as the less polite epithet was the name 
by which he had become known in the ghost-written Thursday 
books – to guard against lawsuits, apparently. 
[. . .] 
“Most people call me Jack these days. I think it’s a form of  
ironic humour.” (Woman 197) 
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This exchange signifies the convergence of  Jack Schitt and Adrian Dorset: 
when Thursday asks if  she should call him Jack Schitt or Adrian Dorset, this 
can be seen as the reader’s uncertainty as to which construction of  the 
character she should fall back on, the highly-caricaturised Jack Schitt, or the 
more sympathetic Adrian Dorset. When Jack replies “Either,” this shows that 
the reader is meant to combine the two rather contradictory portrayals into 
one and the same character. However, by combining both Dorset and Schitt 
into the same character, the reader is not left with a complete character but a 
contradictory one which flickers between two states. This flicker is stronger in 
such cases of  convergence, since the text always creates convergence between 
clashing elements in the fictional world. The reader is asked to ignore the 
blatant contradictions in the fictional world in order to remain immersed 
within it. 
	 Thursday herself  is subject to transworld identity through the 
publication of  the Thursday Next books in the RealWorld: since the books are 
already shown to be “factually dubious” according to Thursday, it follows that 
the character of  Thursday herself  has undergone a number of  dramatic 
changes by the publishers. In fact, the books have created not one, but two 
alternate written versions of  Thursday. Thursday explains, “The first four in 
the series had been less light-hearted chroniclings of  my adventures and more 
‘Dirty Harry meets Fanny Hill’, but with a good deal more sex and violence. 
The publishers not only managed to be factually inaccurate but dangerously 
slanderous as well” (Sequels 7). The sex and violence of  these first four books 
produce Thursday1–4, the gunslinging, sleazy caricature of  Thursday. In 
response to this exaggerated form of  herself, Thursday says, “I’d insisted the 
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fifth reflect my more sensitive nature. Unfortunately, they [the publishers] took 
me a little too seriously and Thursday5 was the result. She was sensitive, 
caring, compassionate, kind, thoughtful – and unreadable” (Sequels 39). The 
polar opposite portrayal of  these characters creates two different fictitious and 
“factually inaccurate” versions of  Thursday. Their presence suspends the 
reader from the fictional world of  the series, because while Thursday claims 
that these written Thursdays are inaccurate portrayals of  herself, the reader 
cannot actually verify what Thursday is like without relying on the text. 
	 However, both BookWorld versions of  Thursday display signs of  
convergence towards the RealWorld Thursday, seemingly growing more 
nuanced and less exaggerated than they initially seem. This supposed 
unification of  the BookWorld Thursdays with the RealWorld Thursday also 
symbolises the unification of  the RealWorld Thursday Next books with the 
actual-world series, so that the fictional world begins to appear whole once 
again. In the process of  this convergence with the “original,” the BookWorld 
Thursdays demonstrate that this convergence is not a natural but a performed 
one: the unity of  the fictional world is necessarily imposed upon its ruptures. 
Thursday1–4’s transformation into a more accurate version of  Thursday is 
accompanied by her sacrifice at the end of  First Among Sequels, symbolising the 
merging of  this written Thursday with the original. Similarly, after taking over 
as narrator for the entire series, Thursday5 goes through One of  Our Thursdays Is 
Missing searching for Thursday, in the process becoming more like Thursday 
and less a caricature. 
	 As mentioned in the previous chapter, Thursday5 experiences moments 
doubt throughout the novel as to whether she is indeed Thursday suffering a 
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delusion. After depicting Thursday5’s gradual transformation to resemble 
Thursday, Fforde presents an opportunity for convergence between the two 
when Colonel Bradshaw tells her that she can become the real Thursday if  she 
wishes to: “You can interpret the situation in any way you want, and all of  the 
scenarios could be real – and what’s more, depending on how you act now, any 
one of  them could become real” (Missing 365). Here, the merging of  Thursday5 
and Thursday is presented as an act of  choice, rather than stemming from an 
innate likeness between the two. Fforde even anticipates the possibility of  the 
reader being suspended from this fictional world when he tells Thursday5 that 
the process of  becoming Thursday involves a “‘Bobby Ewing’ where you wake 
up next chapter and it’s all been a dream, but it’s pretty painless so long as you 
don’t mind any potential readers throwing up their hands in disgust” (Missing 
365). Such a suspension of  the reader from the fictional world is due to the fact 
that she sees the RealWorld Thursday as the true Thursday even though all the 
Thursdays are clearly fictional characters. This reveals her desire to clearly 
demarcate the boundaries between the RealWorld and BookWorld Thursdays, 
in the process also revealing her acceptance of  the RealWorld as an actual 
world. 
	 After dangling this possibility of  convergence between the two 
Thursdays, Fforde re-immerses the reader by seemingly mitigating the form of  
convergence that Thursday5 enacts, but in the process reveals deeper ruptures 
in the surface of  the fictional world of  the series. Thursday5 rejects Bradshaw’s 
offer to become Thursday and take her place in the RealWorld; her choice is 
“to depict the real Thursday doing everything she really did” (366). This 
artificial distinction between a “real” and fictional Thursday is nevertheless 
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able to restore the illusion of  discrete ontological levels between the RealWorld 
and the BookWorld, re-immersing the reader in the process. The convergence 
is thus between the actual-world and RealWorld versions of  the Thursday Next 
novels, as Thursday5 professes the desire for a truthful portrayal of  Thursday 
and her adventures. While the actual outcome of  Thursday5’s efforts is not 
explicitly stated, we may assume that the version of  the novels we are reading 
is the final version of  Thursday5’s changes. This is due to the fact that the 
actual-world version of  the series carries advertisements of  RealWorld and 
BookWorld entities (see fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. Advertisement for Toast Marketing Board from The Eyre Affair 
	 A play on the advertisements that sometimes accompany novels, these 
advertisements function as world-building tools, contributing to the illusion of  
realism. However, taken in the light of  the dissimilarities between the 
RealWorld and actual-world versions of  the Thursday Next series, these 
advertisements suggest a kind of  convergence. The advertisements are for 
entities within the RealWorld, and under this frame they are taken to be 
directed at RealWorld readers, not actual-world readers. This creates the 
illusion that these novels that exist in the actual world are indeed the 
RealWorld versions, and that it is Thursday5’s decision to faithfully portray 
Thursday that creates the version of  the novels that we see in the actual world. 
This invokes Thursday’s machinations in Jane Eyre, where the text of  the novel 
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in the actual world is revealed to be a product of  the actions seen in The Eyre 
Affair. As with the fictional world of  Jane Eyre, the fictional world of  the 
Thursday Next novels is shown to be highly open to change and editing, even 
though the editor (in this case Thursday5) may seek to represent an accurate 
and true account of  the world. 
	 Thursday5 destabilises her own quest for a truthful representation as 
well as the entire construction of  the RealWorld when she accepts an offer to 
advertise the Toast Marketing Board in the series. While seeking Thursday in 
the RealWorld, Thursday5 encounters an advertising agent who offers her a 
cheque for thirty thousand pounds to advertise the Toast Marketing Board; 
while the Toast Marketing Board has featured as early on in the series as Lost in 
a Good Book, the second volume, Thursday5 claims, “I’ve never even heard of  the 
Toast Marketing Board” (Missing 222). In the earlier novels, the Toast 
Marketing Board features rather prominently in the background of  the 
narrative events, and appears deeply woven into the fictional world of  the 
series. The advertisement shown above is also the first mention of  the Toast 
Marketing Board in The Eyre Affair, suggesting Fforde’s use of  it as a parodic 
world-building tool to construct the RealWorld. 
	 The reader attempts to naturalise Thursday5’s ignorance of  the Toast 
Marketing Board by assuming that it is the RealWorld versions of  the Thursday 
Next books that have excised any mention of  the Toast Marketing Board. This 
raises the possibility that Thursday5’s attempts at truth lead to the increased 
presence of  the company within the RealWorld versions of  the series. This 
possibility is denied, however, when the advertising agent tells Thursday5, “You 
wouldn’t [have heard of  it]. It’s new” (222), revealing that the company has 
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only been established more than a decade after the events of  the first novel. 
Moreover, Thursday5 accepts the cheque, agreeing to weave in mentions of  
the company. This creates a huge rupture in the reader’s familiarity with the 
RealWorld, since she realises that Toast has in fact been added onto the 
depiction of  the RealWorld by Thursday. It becomes incredibly difficult to 
imagine a more accurate version of  the RealWorld by erasing all and any 
mentions of  the Toast Marketing Board, because there are entire subplots 
which involve the company. 
	 This indeterminacy is not limited to the reader’s retrospective 
assessment of  the RealWorld; her subsequent encounters with the Toast 
Marketing Board in the series also create uncertainty, as is shown in The Woman 
Who Died a Lot, the volume after One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing, where a scene 
is set in a “Yo! Toast” outlet (39). It is implied that Yo! Toast is a fast food chain 
opened by the Toast Marketing Board, and because of  her knowledge of  
Thursday5’s endorsement, the reader is unable to discern the truth of  this 
scene set in Yo! Toast. Thursday orders a serving of  toast, and luxuriates in 
describing her toast: “It was excellent. Perfectly toasted, a hint of  al dente 
about the crust, and a tangy blast of  marmalade on an aftertaste of  melted 
butter” (40). Thursday goes on to state that “a legion of  critics [. . .] claimed 
that food chains like Yo! Toast were paying their staff  too much, and criticised 
the lack of  unsaturated fat and salt on the menu” (40). This out-of-character 
description clearly reads like a sales pitch, advertising both the product and the 
company. While it appears that the exaggerated descriptions of  the toast are 
part of  Thursday5’s deal with the advertising executive, the reader cannot be 
certain whether Thursday is indeed in a Yo! Toast outlet during this scene. 
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This is because after its “initial” introduction in One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing, 
the Toast Marketing Board may indeed have opened up a Yo! Toast chain; 
Thursday may in fact have had toast at one of  its outlets, in spite of  the 
advertisement-like description that is presented in the text. The reader’s 
uncertainty around the Toast Marketing Board, a minor entity in the series, 
serves to suspend her from the fictional world by undermining her 
construction of  the RealWorld. 
	 The non-convergence between Thursday5 and Thursday thus turns out 
to be more destabilising than initially appears. While it sets the boundaries 
between the RealWorld and BookWorld, replicating the boundaries between 
the actual world and a fictional world, the ultimate effect of  this is to 
completely destabilise the entire construction of  the RealWorld, exposing it as 
a fictional construction instead of  an autonomous world which the reader 
accesses through the text. 
!
4.2 Mirror orders reality 
	 In the face of  these ruptures in the text, Fforde nevertheless presents a 
discussion on the difference between the workings of  fiction and the workings 
of  reality in order to re-immerse the reader in the text. He does this so as to 
suggest a form of  unity within the fictional world, but in so doing highlights 
once again the fictionality of  the RealWorld. Both Thursday and Thursday5 
comment on the neatness and order of  fiction as opposed to the chaos of  
reality. For example, after Thursday5 rejects the offer to become Thursday, she 
returns to her home in Fiction Island, telling her butler,  
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I thought [. . .] [o]f  the untidy chaos I had seen in the 
RealWorld; of  not knowing what was going to happen; of  not 
knowing what, if  anything, had relevance. The RealWorld was 
a sprawling mess of  a book, in need of  a good editor. I thought 
then of  the narrative order here in the BookWorld, our resolved 
plot lines and the observance of  natural justice we took for 
granted. 
“Literature is claimed to be a Mirror of  the World,” I said, 
“but the Outlanders are fooling themselves. The BookWorld is 
as orderly as people in the RealWorld hope their own world to be 
– it isn’t a mirror, it’s an aspiration.” (Missing 385) 
Thursday5’s statement is certainly problematic, especially since this thesis has 
demonstrated the ways in which the novels present ruptures in the fictional 
world. However, this thesis has also shown how Fforde works to repair these 
ruptures, reconstructing the illusion of  unity in the fictional world, re-
immersing the reader. I suggest that this reconstruction of  illusion is why the 
reader is likely to accept Thursday5’s claim that literature is not a mirror but 
an aspiration. 
	 In presenting the assertion that fiction is a neater, clarified version of  
reality, Fforde relies on the perspective of  Thursday, who functions as a 
surrogate for the reader. Since Thursday occupies the position of  reality in 
making these observations, the reader is likely to accept Thursday’s 
observations about fiction and reality, taking the position of  reality as well. 
However, the comparison between fiction and reality takes the BookWorld and 
the RealWorld as its foundation, and Fforde makes use of  these differences as 
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parameters by which the reader discovers that Thursday and the RealWorld 
do not in fact demonstrate features of  reality. This suspends the reader from 
seeing the RealWorld as a world of  reality, and may even serve to call the 
validity of  the observations into question. Nevertheless, the text has also shown 
that the chaos of  fiction always produces an ordering impulse in response, 
which seeks to provide unity to fiction. This ordering impulse coincides with 
the reader’s desire for immersion, and while the reader is aware of  the 
underlying chaos in the fictional world, she seeks an illusion of  unity which can 
facilitate her re-immersion. 
	 Fforde introduces the idea of  narrative economy, which determines 
that all the narrative elements of  a story must contribute to the plot, and “[a]ll 
the boring day-to-day mundanities that we conduct in the real world get in the 
way of  narrative flow and are thus generally avoided” (Well 1). In accordance 
with the rule of  narrative economy, 
The relative absence of  breakfast was the first and most notable 
difference to my daily timetable. Inside books, dinners are often 
written about and therefore feature frequently, as do lunches 
and afternoon tea; probably because they offer more 
opportunities to further the story. (Well 1-2) 
All this is in service of  narrative economy, which decrees that the text only 
presents what is necessary to the experience of  the plot and little else. The 
Thursday Next novels themselves also obey this rule, only mentioning mundane, 
everyday actions such as eating or going to the bathroom when they are 
relevant to the plot. In First Among Sequels where the first chapter is titled 
“Breakfast,” this chapter has nearly nothing to do with breakfast, save for its 
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ability to set the place and time of  the scene. Instead, it functions to provide 
the exposition of  the novel’s plot; narrative economy has again effaced the 
mundane act of  breakfast because it does not serve the plot. 
	 However, in this passage, Thursday is presented as a proxy for the 
reader because she discusses narrative economy from the perspective of  a real 
person, pointing out the oddity in the lack of  real-life mundanities in fiction. 
This is enhanced by her position as a RealWorld person living temporarily in 
the BookWorld; the comparisons between fiction and reality are thus grounded 
in Thursday’s role as surrogate for the reader. The observations outlining the 
difference between fiction and reality crucially serve the function of  
foregrounding the fictionality of  the RealWorld. When Thursday makes such 
observations, she is in fact setting up a list of  parameters by which the reader 
will assess a world to determine whether it is a world of  fiction or a world of  
reality. Fforde first presents examples from the BookWorld which exhibit this 
rule of  narrative economy, affirming the BookWorld’s fictionality and by 
juxtaposition presenting the RealWorld as a world of  reality. However, the 
RealWorld is also revealed by these same parameters to be a world of  fiction, 
suspending the reader from her construction of  the RealWorld as an actual 
world. 
	 In One of  Our Thursdays Is Missing, Thursday5’s entry into the RealWorld 
appears to corroborate both Thursday’s reality and her fictionality through the 
rule of  narrative economy. After she enters the RealWorld, Thursday5 spends 
her first moments discovering her newly-acquired physicality: 
I heard a gurgling sound and a heavy thumping and felt 
something odd in my nose that generated backstory memories 
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that I hadn’t had for a while – something about going for walks 
in the park when I was small. It was dark, too, and I felt a pain 
in my chest. I didn’t know what it was until, with a sound like a 
tornado, a hot gush of  foul air erupted from within me and 
blew out of  my mouth. Before I could recover from this shock, I 
spontaneously did the opposite and drew in an equally fast gush 
of  air that cooled my teeth and tasted of  pine needles. 
‘It’s called breathing,’ came a voice close at hand. ‘It’s very 
simple, and everyone does it. Just relax and go with the flow.’ 
‘I used to “take a breath” and “exhale uneasily” at home,’ I 
managed to say, ‘but this is quite different.’ 
‘Those were merely descriptive terms intended to suggest a 
mood,’ came the voice again. (195) 
Thursday5’s experience in this passage reasserts her fictionality: as a fictional 
character, she is completely rooted in what the text includes, and has to learn 
completely anew these physical processes that have been left out of  the 
narrative. As we have seen from Thursday’s discussion of  narrative economy, 
most of  these physical processes are omitted from the text because they do not 
advance the plot; when they are used it is only to “suggest a mood,” as Agent 
Square (the owner of  the voice) states. In fact, these bodily functions are 
paradoxically only presented in this scene to demonstrate their omission in 
most narratives. 
	 It would seem that this scene, by confirming Thursday5’s fictionality, 
also confirms that Thursday is real. After all, Thursday herself  does not 
question these processes, but takes them for granted, much as an actual person 
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might. However, the scene serves to destabilise Thursday’s position as an 
actual person, since we have stated that Thursday seems to have taken these 
bodily functions for granted, because she does not make much reference to 
them. However, it is this very lack of  mentions of  bodily functions that also 
suggests that for the reader, Thursday does not actually have such bodily 
functions. It is certainly true that in reading, a reader does not pay much 
attention to the bodily processes of  characters unless they become a part of  
the plot. If  this is the case, then this passage above not only confirms 
Thursday5’s fictionality; it also calls Thursday’s reality into question as well. 
While the text appears to present Thursday and Thursday5 as occupying 
different ontological levels, here it reveals that both are in fact fictional. 
	 A significant example of  narrative economy within the BookWorld 
distils it into its purest form: the Chekhov’s gun. If  narrative economy decrees 
that only the elements of  the fictional world which are significant to the plot 
are kept, then it follows every object that exists in the fictional world will have a 
role to play in the narrative. In The Well of  Lost Plots, Thursday encounters the 
Plot Device Suddenly, a Shot Rang Out! (60), which the reader will be able to 
recognise is a typical plot device that is used to turn the tables around when 
characters are faced with a sticky situation. When it first appears, Thursday 
describes it as “a small globe [. . .] a little like a Christmas decoration but a lot 
more sturdy. There was a small legend complete with barcode and ID number 
printed on the side” (60); Akrid Snell tells her that this is a “stolen freeze-dried 
Plot Device. Crack it open and pow! – the story goes off  at a tangent” (60). 
Here, Fforde draws the reader’s attention to the conventions around the use of  
such plot devices, and how this plot device provides a way for the author to 
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progress the narrative. As is the case with Thursday’s trip to the Well, which 
features many such “building blocks” of  narrative, the reader is suspended 
from the fictional world as her attention is turned away from the plot and 
instead towards the use of  such building blocks and how they are used as tools 
to construct a story. Thursday is instructed not to use the Plot Device, but 
merely to “[l]og it as evidence” later on (60). 
	 Many chapters later, however, Fforde invokes the Chekhov’s gun 
narrative principle when he gives the Plot Device a significant role in 
Thursday’s narrative. The Plot Device becomes a desperate gambit that 
Thursday plays when she is about to be wrongfully accused of  all the 
wrongdoings that have gone on in the BookWorld. The globe is kicked out of  
Harris Tweed’s hand and shatters on the ground: “Suddenly, a shot rang out. I 
didn’t see where it came from but felt its full effect; the bullet hit the chain that 
was holding me to the anvils, shattering it neatly” (Well 321). The reproduction 
of  the line “Suddenly, a shot rang out” immediately after the Plot Device 
shatters signals its transformation: it changes from an unnatural element in the 
fictional world to a natural one, by bringing about an event in the fictional 
world. While the Plot Device is revealed to do exactly what Snell says it does—
the story does indeed “[go] off  at a tangent,” as Thursday is rescued and 
transported into the footnoterphone circuits—the reader is re-immersed into 
the fictional world, as Thursday’s trip into the circuits is accompanied by the 
revelation of  the novel’s many mysteries. 
	 The presence of  such narrative conventions may appear limited to the 
BookWorld, but the principle of  narrative economy is also evident in the 
construction of  the RealWorld. In Something Rotten, Fforde provides two 
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contrasting scenes involving Thursday and Hamlet in the RealWorld to 
establish the differences between fiction and reality, but the combination of  
these scenes ultimately reveals the fictionality of  the RealWorld. While it is 
clear to the readers that both Thursday and Hamlet are fictional characters, 
Margerete Rubik states that 
the ontological difference between actual and literary worlds is 
still fundamental to our experience, and Jane Eyre, Martin 
Chuzzlewit or “I wandered lonely as a cloud” are clearly marked 
as literary texts even in the world of  The Eyre Affair, i.e., they 
represent fictional worlds within the fictional reality of  the 
novel. (“Frames and Framings” 349). 
Here, Rubik’s claim suggests that even though Thursday is from a fictional 
world, the reader accepts her as real on the level of  the Thursday Next novels, 
and that because Hamlet is clearly marked as a literary text within the 
RealWorld, he is juxtaposed against Thursday as a fictional character. This 
reliance on the ontological difference between actual and literary worlds 
reveals the reader’s desire to clearly demarcate the boundaries between both, 
since the crossing of  the boundaries demonstrates a rupture in the worlds. 
	 Thus, as RealWorld and BookWorld characters respectively, Thursday 
and Hamlet carry different sets of  expectations about the events that will 
occur; Thursday occupies the position of  reality in juxtaposition to Hamlet, 
functioning again as surrogate for the reader. Upon returning to the 
RealWorld after an absence of  two and a half  years, Thursday finds herself  in 
desperate need of  money. Hamlet tells her, “If  we were in a book right now 
you’d be accosted by a solicitor who tells you a wealthy aunt has died and left 
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you lots of  money” (72). Immediately after he says this, a solicitor introduces 
himself  to Thursday, only to ask for her autograph. The reader experiences a 
moment of  suspension when she believes that the solicitor has indeed 
approached Thursday to hand over money from a wealthy aunt; it appears 
momentarily that the RealWorld and the BookWorld have merged in their 
fictionality. Even Hamlet experiences this suspension, as revealed when he 
says, “You had me worried for a moment there, [. . .] I thought I was meant to 
be the fictitious one” (73). The reader takes this scene as an instance of  an 
inconsequential coincidence, used by Fforde to juxtapose the RealWorld as a 
world of  reality against the fictional conventions of  the BookWorld. 
	 Faced with the prospect of  not knowing what is going to happen to 
Thursday, Hamlet begins to display signs of  anxiety, asking her, 
“How does it all turn out?” 
[. . .] 
“I haven’t the slightest idea. Out here our lives are pretty 
much an unknown quantity.” 
Hamlet seemed shocked by the concept. 
“How do you live out here not knowing what the future 
might bring?” 
“That’s part of  the fun. The pleasure of  anticipation. [. . .] 
Where you come from events are preordained and everything 
that happens to you has some sort of  relevance farther on in the 
story.” 
“[. . .] LOOK OUT!” 
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Hamlet pushed me out of  the way as a small steamroller [. . 
.] bore rapidly down on us and crashed past into the window of  
the shop we had been standing outside. [. . .] 
“You see?” I said to Hamlet as we walked away. 
“What?” 
“This is exactly what I mean. A lot happens in the real world 
for no good reason. If  this were fiction, this little incident would 
have relevance thirty or so chapters from now; as it is it means 
nothing – after all, not every incident in life has a meaning.”       
(74-75) 
Here, Thursday’s description of  the differences between the actual world and 
a fictional world can be seen as a valid model of  the two types of  worlds. In 
using the steamroller incident, Thursday limits its significance only to its ability 
to prove Thursday’s point that “not every incident in life has a meaning.” As 
with the above scene with the solicitor, the reader is likely to see the steamroller 
incident as part of  Fforde’s attempt to make the RealWorld appear more like a 
world of  reality than the BookWorld. She is also likely to accept Thursday’s 
claim, applying it to the actual world instead of  the RealWorld where 
Thursday makes the claim. 
	 However, as with the Suddenly a Shot Rang Out Plot Device, the 
steamroller near-miss is revealed to work according to the Chekhov’s gun 
principle, and is actually revealed thirty-seven chapters later to be one of  a 
sequence of  significant events: the Minotaur, who has earlier been “darted 
[. . .] with a small dose of  Slapstick” (Rotten 1), has been attempting to 
“slapstick [Thursday] to death all week – steamroller, banana skin, piano” 
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(Rotten 374). Thursday’s example of  an insignificant accident is revealed to be 
its complete opposite, which suspends the reader from her acceptance of  the 
RealWorld as a world of  reality. The reader is reminded that even if  “not every 
incident in life has a meaning,” incidents mentioned in this rendition of  
Thursday’s life do have meaning. It is even possible to suggest that if  the 
steamroller incident truly has no significance in the events of  Thursday’s life, it 
would not be included in the novels, which act as record of  her life. The rule 
of  narrative economy decrees that this incident is recorded because it has a 
significant role to play in the plot. 
	 While the attempts of  murder-by-slapstick, including the steamroller 
incident, only appear in Something Rotten, it functions as a small-scale model of  
how seemingly unrelated elements from early books in the series are later 
shown to have significant implications for the plot. In The Eyre Affair, Thursday 
mentions seeing her uncle Mycroft “figuring out a recipe for unscrambled eggs 
on a napkin” (103), and this is initially presented as a non-sequitur joke, 
inconsequential to the events of  the first novel. Also, in the same volume, 
Mycroft tells his wife Polly that he has used the Prose Portal on “The Wreck of  
the Hesperus”: 
“Really? What was it like?” 
“Wet – and I think I left my jacket behind.” 
“The one I gave you for Christmas?” 
“No; the other one. The blue one with large checks.” 
“That’s the one I did give you for Christmas,” she scolded. 
(124-125) 
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As with the unscrambled eggs recipe, this is presented as a joke without much 
significance to the plot of  the novel. However, four volumes later, both the 
recipe and the jacket are revealed to carry deep implications for the whole 
workings of  the RealWorld. In First Among Sequels, Thursday and her son Friday 
find out that time travel has yet to be invented, and without its invention, time 
travel machines have to be dismantled; their goal is to prevent the invention of  
time travel in order to preserve the Now. Friday discovers that Mycroft’s 
“recipe for unscrambled eggs is at the heart of  reversing the flow of  time – 
without it, there is no time travel!” (285, emphasis in the original). When 
Thursday speaks to Mycroft’s ghost asking for the whereabouts of  the recipe, 
he reveals that it is in the pocket of  his jacket, “the blue one . . . with the large 
checks” (289), the very jacket that he leaves on the Hesperus in The Eyre Affair. 
	 The amount of  time between the initial mentions of  the recipe and the 
jacket, and the revelation of  their significance (six years in publishing 
chronology, twenty-two in narrative time) creates a sense of  an overarching plot, 
where anything that appears insignificant in the narrative may in fact emerge 
as a crucial plot point. The narrative weaves in seemingly non-sequitur 
elements, revealing the principle of  narrative economy even in a plot which 
primarily involves the RealWorld. Assuming that Thursday’s argument about 
the difference between fiction and reality can still be considered accurate, the 
RealWorld, purported to be an actual world, is exposed as a fictional 
construction. In the process of  returning to seemingly insignificant details after 
extended periods of  time, Fforde reinforces the narrative unity of  the series, 
which highlights its fictionality. While many elements of  the novels remain non 
sequiturs at the point of  the latest Thursday Next novel, the above examples of  
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the recipe and the jacket hint to the reader that these other non sequiturs 
could emerge in later novels to become major plot points. The longer the series 
runs, the more fictional it is revealed to be, because seemingly unimportant 
details form links across the novels, attaining greater significance over the 
course of  the narrative as a whole. 
	 Through its presence in both the BookWorld and the RealWorld, the 
rule of  narrative economy reveals that both are fictional worlds. Narrative 
economy is revealed to create “narrative order” within the world of  the text 
(Missing 385): it excludes unnecessary details that do not service the narrative. 
However, in the process of  this exclusion, narrative economy creates gaps in 
the fictional world, revealing that the illusion of  unity in the fictional world is 
based upon its incompleteness. The reader is suspended from the fictional 
world when she realises that an immersive fictional world is in fact an 
incomplete, filtered one. She also realises that it is her desire for unity that 
allows her to see the incomplete fictional world as a whole world. In order to 
re-immerse herself  within the fictional world, she needs to pretend. 
	 As a fictional character, Thursday professing to be a real person is a 
pretence, and this pretence is one that the reader is aware of. This is certainly 
the case with many non-metafictional texts, where the fictionality of  the 
characters and situations is not foregrounded. However, in the case of  the 
Thursday Next series, Fforde constantly draws the reader’s attention to the 
Thursday’s fictionality, ironising her claim of  being a real person. The reader 
is constantly asked to keep up this pretence in spite of  Thursday’s fictionality. 
The same is true for the RealWorld’s pretence at being a realistic 
representation of  the actual world: while Fforde asks the reader to read the 
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RealWorld as an actual world, he also repeatedly reveals its status as a fictional 
world. 
	 Crucially, this pretence is that which provides the gravitational force 
grounding the reader within the fictional world. It is indicative of  the reader’s 
desire to immerse herself  within the fictional world by believing in its reality, 
which also constitutes believing that characters like Thursday are real people. 
The reader is thus able to acknowledge Thursday5’s claim that literature is an 
aspiration instead of  a mirror of  the world, because underlying this claim is 
the desire for unity. While the text is revealed to be ruptured, the reader 
recognises that her desire for unity is that which creates the ordering principle, 




IMMERSION AS RUPTURE 
!
	 In Fantasm and Fiction, Peter Schwenger discusses the act of  “reading 
between the lines,” mentioning Irigaray’s suggestion “that meaning arises from 
the spaces between,” and that “the scene is organized by the unpredictable 
results of  juxtaposed words—results that are seen not in the words themselves, 
but in the spaces between them” (53). To read between the lines, then, 
according to Irigaray, is what produces meaning for the reader; these gaps are 
necessary ruptures in the surface of  the fictional world in order for meaning to 
emerge. 
	 Crucially, it is in the gaps of  the text that the reader is able to envision 
herself  within the fictional world; immersion is predicated upon the necessary 
incompleteness of  the text. This constitutes a fundamental rupture in the 
surface of  the fictional world, one that the reader must necessarily ignore in 
order to remain immersed within the fictional world. Because the reader’s 
immersion is reliant on the illusion of  unity in the text, the reader must not be 
made aware of  her own presence within the text in order to sustain her 
immersion in the fictional world. 
	 This need to ignore the reader’s presence within the fictional world is 
suggested through The Eyre Affair, where Thursday’s presence in the fictional 
world of  Jane Eyre needs to be kept a secret: since Jane Eyre is a first-person 
narrative, Thursday is constantly reminded to stay out of  Jane’s sight, 
otherwise she will ruin the illusion of  the text if  she is seen by the reader. 
When Thursday brings about the actual-world ending of  Jane Eyre by 
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whispering in an imitation of  Rochester’s voice outside Jane’s window, she is 
later charged for a “Fiction Infraction” for having influenced the narrative of  
the novel illegally (Lost 149). 
	 In fact, the entire Jurisfiction agency has been set up for this very 
purpose: to “maintain the continuity of  the narrative within the pages of  all 
the books ever written” (Rotten 1). As agents who are required to enter various 
fictional worlds they do not belong to, Jurisfiction operatives also have to make 
sure that while they maintain the continuity of  the narrative, their presence is 
not detected by any reader. Thursday states, “Being caught up in a reading 
wasn’t particularly desirable for a Jurisfiction agent as it generally caused a 
certain degree of  confusion in the reader” (Sequels 69). This reveals that while 
the text remains open and “flexible” (Sequels 40), the illusion of  its unity and 
immutability must still be maintained at all costs. The confusion that a 
Jurisfiction operative can cause when she shows up in a reading can be akin to 
the suspension of  the reader from the fictional world, since the operative’s 
presence represents a rupture in the unity of  the fictional world. 
	 It appears through his narrativisation of  the reader’s immersion within 
the fictional world, Fforde has managed to once again repair this rupture: he 
turns the reader’s immersion into a fiction. In doing so, Fforde is able to 
naturalise this unnatural element, creating a fictional world in which entry into 
fictional worlds is possible. In fact, bookjumping has become an integral part 
of  the Thursday Next fictional world that when Thursday is unable to bookjump 
throughout The Woman Who Died a Lot, the latest volume in the series, actual-
world readers are suspended from the fictional world. A scan of  the reviews on 
Amazon.co.uk reveals that readers’ dissatisfaction with this novel stems in part 
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from “the absence of  any forays into the Bookworld.” This demonstrates the 
way in which Fforde has so naturalised the reader’s immersion into the 
fictional world through the image of  bookjumping. 
	 We have seen that the reader’s suspension from the fictional world is 
always accompanied by her re-immersion into the fictional world, and this 
appears to be foreshadowed when Thursday discovers a new way of  
bookjumping at the end of  The Woman Who Died a Lot; it is expected that her 
journey back into the BookWorld will be a significant plot in the upcoming 
eighth volume. Until then, the reader remains suspended, anticipating her 
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